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NOAA Educational Partnership Program with 
Minority Serving Institutions - Brief History 

The Educational Partnership Program with Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) is a Federal STEM 
education and training program that focuses on supporting the training and graduation of post-secondary 
students, particularly from underrepresented minority communities, in NOAA mission science fields. The EPP/
MSI program is committed to training a diverse pool of eligible candidates for the NOAA and NOAA mission-
related enterprise. The EPP/MSI program comprises four Cooperative Science Centers (CSCs), the Graduate 
Fellowship Program (GFP) and the Undergraduate Scholarship Program (USP).

The CSCs, each led by an MSI, consist of 24 academic institutions that train and graduate students in core 
NOAA-mission sciences. The CSC consortium includes: Center for Coastal and Marine Ecosystems (CCME 
- Florida A&M University), Center for Earth System Science and Remote Sensing Technologies (CESSRST
- City College of the City University of New York), Living Marine Resources Cooperative Science Center
(LMRCSC - University of Maryland Eastern Shore), and NOAA Center for Atmospheric Science and
Meteorology (NCAS-M - Howard University). Since 2001, these institutions, collectively, have supported the
awarding of more than 2,000 post-secondary degrees in core NOAA mission fields. Graduate students supported
by CSCs are eligible to apply to the EPP/MSI GFP. This program supports a one year research residency at
a NOAA facility under the mentorship of NOAA scientists and/or resource managers in collaboration with
academic advisors at the Center institution.

The EPP/MSI USP provides two years of support for high performing rising junior and senior undergraduates 
attending MSIs and majoring in NOAA mission-related sciences. Undergraduate scholars are mentored by 
NOAA scientists and resource managers during 2 summer internships conducted at NOAA facilities. To further 
enhance their research experience, undergraduate scholars also conduct research under the direction of an 
academic mentor during their junior year at their academic institution. During the senior year, USP scholars 
are required to complete public service activities with the goal of contributing to and enriching their respective 
communities.  Since 2001, nearly 200 undergraduate degrees have been awarded to USP scholars, the majority 
of whom advance to graduate study. 

EPP/MSI Team
Jacqueline Rousseau, Director, EPP/MSI
Audrey Trotman, Ph.D., Lead Program Analyst
Natasha White, Ph.D., Management and Program Analyst
Amara Huddleston, Education Strategic Planning Specialist
Shareena Cannonier, Ph.D., Program Management Analyst
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Acronym Legend

EPP/MSI Educational Partnership Program with Minority Serving Institutions
NESDIS National Environmental Satellite, Data and Information Service
NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NOS National Ocean Service
NWS National Weather Service
OAR Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research (NOAA Research)
OED Office of Education
OMAO Office of Marine Aviation and Operations
USP Undergraduate Scholarship Program
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Education and Science Symposium Agenda
Day 1  •  Monday, August 1, 2022  •  1:00 PM - 5:00 PM ET.

Webinar Connection: meet.google.com/gdo-stgg-fps
Join by Phone: (US) +1 786-991-9087 PIN: 155 892 765#

1:45 PM - Devynn Gately, Class of 2021 
Trophic linkages among pelagic fish, jellies, and zooplankton in the Puget Sound
Mentor: Correigh Greene, NMFS

2:00 PM - Kyra Freeney, Class of 2021 
Identifying optimal tissue archive conditions for maintaining DNA quality in common 
bottlenose dolphins-Testing Salt-Saturated DMSO as a preservative
Mentor: Patricia Rosel, NMFS

2:15 PM - Rose Leeger, Class of 2021
Applying machine learning to assess the Antarctic penguin populations from drone 
imagery
Mentor: Jefferson Hinke, NMFS

2:30 PM - Michaela Wong, Class of 2022
Characterizing Sewage Pollution in Puakō and Adjacent Uplands
Mentors: Michael Edwards and Kimani Kimbrough, NOS

2:45 PM - Martin Gonzalez, Class of 2022
Tracking cephalopod distribution and patterns in Alaska
Mentors: Caitlen Akselrud and Mary Hunsicker, NMFS

3:00 PM - Gracia Rojas, Class of 2021
Subtidal monitoring and underwater 360 imagery composition
Mentor: Steve Lonhart, NOS

3:15 PM to 3:25 PM BREAK

3:25 PM to 4:35 PM Oral Presentations - Weather Ready Nation

1:00 PM to 1:10 PM Welcome - Natasha White, Program Manager, EPP/MSI Undergraduate Scholarship 
Program

1:10 PM to 1:20 PM Opening Remarks - Christos Michalopoulos, Deputy Director, NOAA Office of 
Education

1:20 PM to 1:35 PM Scholar Reflections - EPP/MSI Undergraduate Scholars Class of 2021 - Rose Leeger 
and Keith Sellers

1:35 PM to 1:45 PM BREAK

1:35 PM to 1:45 PM Oral Presentations - Healthy Oceans

3:25 PM - Hailey Poole, Class of 2022
Improving the prediction of freezing rain in New England
Mentor: Justin Arnott, NWS

http://meet.google.com/gdo-stgg-fps
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1:20 PM - Ingrid Martinson, Class of 2022
Oiled-marsh restoration study: the reintroduction of fauna into systems
Mentor: Paul Pennington, NOS 

1:35 PM - Kiah Matthews, Class of 2022
Evaluating suitability of satellite-based earth observations to monitor living 
shorelines
Mentors: Nicole Bartlett, NOS and Shakila Merchant, City College of the City 
University of New York 

1:50 PM - Emily Fritsche, Class of 2021
Analysis of persistent organic pollutants in Sargassum from Puerto Rico
Mentor: Emily Pisarski, NOS 

2:05 PM - Tehani Malterre, Class of 2021
Mapping habitat suitability for culturally significant plants in the South Slough 
Watershed
Mentors: Nina Garfield and Alice Yeates, NOS

4:35 PM to 4:45 PM 

340 PM - Taylon White, Class of 2021
Mesoscale analysis of non-tropical summer tornadoes
Mentor: Latrice Maxie, NWS

3:55 PM - Christian Schnell, Class of 2022
Preparing for the Future: Hyperspectral Sounder
Mentor: Kat Hawley, NESDIS  

4:05 PM - Ricardo Polanco, Class of 2021
SWFO Ground Segment Antenna Network (SAN) Design Package Analysis 
Mentors: Richard Ullman and Ame Fox, NESDIS

4:20 PM - Stella Heflin, Class of 2021
Intermountain sites experience differences in precipitation and 
microphysics during the Study of Precipitation, the Lower Atmosphere and Surface 
for Hydrometeorology (SPLASH) field campaign
Mentors: Mimi Hughes and Annareli Morales, OAR 

Closing Remarks - EPP/MSI Team 

Day 2  • Tuesday, August 2, 2022  •  1:00 PM - 4:30 PM ET.
Webinar Connection: meet.google.com/yxo-zbmg-qri

Join by Phone: (US) +1 754-900-4560 PIN: 773 599 544#

1:00 PM to 1:05 PM Opening - Day 2

1:05 PM to 1:20 PM Scholar Reflections: EPP/MSI Undergraduate Scholars Class of 2022 - Alison Novara 
and Courtney White

1:20 PM to 2:35 PM Oral Presentations - Resilient Coastal Communities and Economies

http://meet.google.com/yxo-zbmg-qri
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2:45 PM to 4:30 PM Oral Presentations - Social Science, Education and Communications

2:20 PM - Courtney White, Class of 2022
Spatial and temporal patterns of water quality in Florida Bay
Mentor: Jia-Zhong Zhang, OAR

2:35 PM to 2:45 PM

Day 3  •  Wednesday, August 3, 2022  •  1:00 PM - 3:30 PM ET.
Webinar Connection: meet.google.com/fcg-oqve-bpo

Join by Phone: (US) +1 802-281-3809 PIN: 701 790 553#

2:45 PM - Gabryelle McDaniel, Class of 2021
Preparing the next generation to make a change beginning at Mallows Bay
Mentors: Shannon Ricles and Mark Losavio, NOS 

3:00 PM - Nadia Vidal Difre, Class of 2021
Bridging the gap between science and the general public: a GIYS experience
Mentor: Lisa Uttal, NOS 

3:15 PM - Spencer Sakuma, Class of 2022
Improving engagement with non-commercial/recreational fishing communities in 
Hawaiʻi
Mentors: Keith Kamikawa and Adam Ayers, NMFS

3:30 PM - Yesenia Rivera-Lopez, Class of 2021
Increasing Spanish origin-focused educational outreach and enhancing visitor 
connection with the North Carolina NERR’s sites 
Mentors: Danielle Boudreau, NOS, Hope Sutton, University of North Carolina, 
Wilmington and Lori Davis, North Carolina Department of Natural Resources 
    
3:45 PM - Trinity Gbla, Class of 2021
Robotics: Exciting the next generation in ocean conservation
Mentors: Shannon Ricles and Mark Losavio, NOS

4:00 PM - Ronja Steinbach, Class of 2021
An investigation of alder ectomycorrhizal fungi and community outreach in the 
Kenai Peninsula, Alaska
Mentors: Danielle Boudreau, NOS and Ingrid Harrald and Coowe Walker, University 
of Alaska Anchorage, Alaska Center for Conservation Science 

4:15 PM to 4:25 PM Closing - Day 2

BREAK

1:10 PM - Alexandria Tennant, Class of 2022
Mitigating Heat Impacts: Supporting NOAA’s Heat Health Pilots
Mentor: Joseph Casola, NESDIS

1:00 PM to 1:10 PM Remarks - Jacqueline Rousseau, Director, Educational Partnership Program with   
 Minority Serving Institutions

1:10 PM to 2:10 PM Oral Presentations - Weather Ready Nation and Climate Adaptation and 
Mitigation

http://meet.google.com/fcg-oqve-bpo
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Day 4  •  Thursday, August 4, 2022  •  1:15 PM - 4:15 PM ET.
Office of Education Closing Ceremony

Webinar Connection: https://connectpro46305642.adobeconnect.com/_a993991110/
virtual_symposium_closing_ceremony/

1:25 PM - Richarde Graham, II, Class of 2022
Improving the understanding of the relationship between snow water equivalent and 
the societal impacts of snowfall events
Mentor: Justin Arnott, NWS

1:40 PM - Derrick Seegars, Class of 2021
Examining the inter-annual variability of tropical cyclone trends in the western 
North Pacific
Mentors: Genevieve Miller and William Aydlett, NWS

1:55 PM - Alison Novara, Class of 2022
Response of bay scallops to ocean acidification
Mentor: Shannon Messeck, NMFS

2:10 PM - Auriel Sanders, Class of 2021
The use of mooring analysis software to support the design, development, and testing 
of mooring systems
Mentor: Lauren Fiorentino, NOS

2:25 PM to 2:35 PM BREAK

1:10 PM to 2:10 PM Oral Presentations - Resilient Coastal Communities and Economies

2:35 PM - Dominick Davis, Class of 2021
Assisting researchers leading citizen science efforts on the Elwha River efficiently 
collect information about volunteers through the use of Google surveys
Mentors: Laurel Jennings and Sarah Morley, NMFS

2:50 PM - Tatyana Villela, Class of 2022
Impacts of Environmental Changes to the United Houma Nation
Mentors: Brooke Carney, OAR and Matt Bethel, Louisiana Sea Grant
  
3:05 PM - Keith Sellers, Class of 2021
3-D printed portable plate reader for fluorescence measurements of thiamine in 
salmon eggs
Mentor: Cody Pinger, NMFS

3:20 PM to 3:30 PM Closing Remarks - EPP/MSI Team 

Day 4  •  Thursday, August 4, 2022  •  4:15 PM - 5:00 PM ET.
EPP/MSI USP Awards and Closing Ceremony

Webinar Connection: meet.google.com/onv-tvpf-say
Join by Phone: (US) +1 260-230-1224 PIN: 390 085 447#

https://connectpro46305642.adobeconnect.com/_a993991110/virtual_symposium_closing_ceremony/
https://connectpro46305642.adobeconnect.com/_a993991110/virtual_symposium_closing_ceremony/
http://meet.google.com/onv-tvpf-say
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Kyra Freeney is from Jacksonville, Florida and is a rising senior 
at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University, majoring in 
environmental science. Kyra is expected to graduate with her Bachelor’s 
degree in spring 2023 and aspires to continue her education to obtain 
a graduate or professional degree. Kyra is a NOAA Educational 
Partnership Program with Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) 
Class of 2021 Scholar. This summer, she interned with the Marine 
Mammal and Turtle Division of the Southeast Fisheries Science 
Center where she conducted research to identify optimal tissue archive 
conditions for maintaining DNA quality in common bottlenose 
dolphins. Specifically testing salt-saturated DMSO as a preservative. As 
she approaches her senior year, she wishes to further her education by 
studying environmental and biological hazards that increase illness in 
humans. 

Cetacean skin samples have been archived for decades using a variety of different storage media and there 
is interest in aging these historic samples. One commonly used storage medium is 20% dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO) saturated with sodium chloride. The primary objective of this study was to identify whether this 
solution is an effective long-term storage medium for preserving cetacean DNA quality over time for epigenetic 
aging studies, by examining the quality of DNA extracted from tissues stored for varying amounts of time. 
DNA extractions were performed in the lab on 55 common bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus, live capture 
samples. The tissue samples were collected as long as 23 years ago and all had been previously extracted. After 
each DNA extraction, the DNA quality was visualized and examined using agarose gel electrophoresis. DNA 
quality was described as “excellent”, “good”, “poor” or “what DNA?” following the laboratory’s DNA quality 
scoring protocol. From the initial extraction of the selected 55 samples, 43 were documented as excellent quality 
DNA and the remaining 12 were documented as good quality DNA. After the second extraction, 13 samples 
showed excellent DNA, 28 good, 12 poor, and 2 what DNA. There was a general decline in DNA quality with 
time, however, the results suggest the correlation is not fully consistent. These results are encouraging for the 
use of the archived tissues for DNA methylation studies for epigenetic aging as 41 of the 55 preserved tissue 
samples from extraction #2 were classified as excellent or good quality DNA, even samples preserved over 20 
years ago. The next steps for this work will be to consider other variables such as fieldwork procedure and the 
health of the dolphin during assessment and examine whether there is any correlation between epigenetic age 
estimation error and the DNA quality and tissue storage times. 

Kyra Freeney1, Patricia Rosel2 
1 Florida A&M University, 2NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service, Southeast Fisheries Science Center, 

Marine Mammal and Turtle Division

Identifying Optimal Tissue Archive Conditions for Maintaining DNA Quality in Common 
Bottlenose, Tursiops Truncatus, Dolphins: Testing Salt-Saturated 20% DMSO as a 

Preservative

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Presentation Abstracts - Healthy Oceans
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Devynn Gately1, Correigh Greene2 
1California State University, Monterey Bay 

2National Marine Fisheries Service, Northwest Fisheries Science Center 

Shifts in the availability of prey can predict changes in trophic dynamics within ocean ecosystems. 
Understanding diet composition and demand for prey is important for interpreting how different marine species 
compete for food. The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between the consumption demand 
of several planktivorous marine species and prey abundance within the Puget Sound in order to identify new 
trends in competitive behaviors. Data summarizing the diet compositions, prey abundance, and relative biomass 
of gut contents for 11 different pelagic fish were derived from literature. Fish, zooplankton, and phytoplankton 
abundance were measured through tow net surveys in several sites throughout Washington’s Puget Sound. 
Calculations using both the data collected in the field, as well as the data from literature were performed to 
achieve the specific variables necessary for analysis. The data was lagged by one month, then processed using a 
mixed linear regression in R to determine the relationship between phytoplankton, zooplankton, and predation 
pressure. Results showed that phytoplankton had a positive correlation with zooplankton, while predation 
pressure from fish negatively impacted zooplankton. In addition, results varied by survey site. Basins located 
closer to open ocean systems proved to be more prey abundant than the sites sheltered by the Sound. In an ever 
changing ecosystem, it is important that we understand the intricacies of trophic dynamics at a systemic level in 
order to promote the conservation of foundational marine communities.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

 Devynn Gately was born and raised in Southern California. She is 
a marine science major in her 4th and final year at California State 
University, Monterey Bay. Devynn will graduate with her Bachelor’s 
degree this Spring. Following graduation, Devynn plans to enlist in the 
NOAA CORPS where she hopes to begin Basic Officer Training in July 
of 2023. Devynn is a NOAA Educational Partnership Program with 
Minority Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) class of 2021 scholar. Devynn 
is particularly interested in examining how external factors such as 
climate, human activity, and predator-prey relationships affect species 
populations. She is looking forward to expanding her skills in maritime 
operations as they relate to oceanic research. 

Trophic Linkages Among Pelagic Fish, Jellies, and Zooplankton in Puget Sound
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Martin A. Gonzalez1, Caitlin Allen Akselrud2, Mary Hunsicker3

1University of California, Santa Cruz
2NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service, Alaska Fisheries Science Center

3NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service, Northwest Fisheries Science Center

Cephalopod species have a wide distribution and diversity throughout the Bering Sea, the Gulf of Alaska, 
and the waters surrounding the Aleutian Islands. From the rare Siberian benthic octopus in the far North to 
the plentiful B. magister armhook squid in the South, the differences in temperatures, food availability, and 
benthic environments in the area support a total of 49 unique cephalopod species. Previous research conducted 
by NOAA and other agencies in Alaskan waters has primarily focused on the commercially important pollock 
and groundfish. As such, little is known about the non-commercial cephalopod species. Because of this, we are 
presented with an opportunity to gain important scientific knowledge on the distribution and abundance levels 
of cephalopods in the region, which serve as both important predators and prey species in Alaskan food webs. 
The groundfish survey data from the Alaska Fisheries Science Center was used to graph species distribution 
and abundance over time as well as to map cephalopod coordinate positions which are shown in three distinct 
groupings – all counts of all species, by family, and by the top seven most abundant species – to see spatial and 
temporal trends from 1983 to 2021. These maps were then overlaid with maps of ecological factors such as 
bathymetry, bottom substrate type, and temperature. The index for temperature was the Bering Sea Cold Pool 
index. We tested for correlations of these factors with the spatial locations of cephalopods to give us a glimpse 
into the ecological structures in these waters. A distinct pattern emerged when we focused on the three most 
populous families (Gonatidae n= 143,089, Octopodidae n= 9,277 and Sepiolidae n= 2,666) where each major 
family has a unique spatial distribution and abundance pattern which align with the local bathymetry and is 
present in each of the three regions. More research will need to be conducted to determine why these patterns 
emerge but this is an intriguing starting point for this untouched data set.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR
Martin A. Gonzalez is from Elk Grove, California and is a rising junior 
at the University of California, Santa Cruz. He is double majoring 
in marine biology and earth sciences with a concentration in ocean 
sciences and is expected to graduate in Spring, 2024. Martin was 
previously a part of the Hollings Preparation Program (HPP) in the 
summer of 2021 which set him on a strong path of marine science 
internships and opportunities. Currently, Martin is a 2022-2024 NOAA 
EPP/MSI Undergraduate Scholar and has a passionate interest in 
cephalopods and deep sea ecology. After graduation, Martin aims to 
attend graduate school in order to further his education in the field of 
marine sciences and aspires to eventually work at NOAA, focusing his 
future endeavors on cephalopods and the deep sea in order to improve 
our collective understanding of these fascinating topics.

Tracking Cephalopod Abundance and Distribution Patterns in Alaska
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Rose Leeger1, Jefferson Hinke2 
1Nova Southeastern University

2NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Fisheries Science Center, Antarctic Ecosystem Research 
Division 

Monitoring seabird species in Antarctica is important for assessing ecosystem health and informing 
management.  Increasingly, unoccupied aerial systems are used to gather imagery of land dwelling seabird 
populations, yet manual image analysis is time consuming. Automating image analysis with machine learning 
techniques can accelerate this lengthy task. Using the Video and Image Analytics of Marine Environments 
(VIAME) software hosted on the NOAA Google Cloud Platform (GCP), we created novel classification models 
to detect juvenile and adult penguins within a colony of brush-tailed penguins (Pygoscelis spp).  From aerial 
surveys flown at Cape Shirreff, Livingston Island (60.79 °W, 62.46 °S) and Copacabana, King George Island 
(43.19 °W, 22.97 °S) we annotated a large set of training imagery to identify juvenile and adult penguins.  We 
trained several alternative convolutional neural network models using the annotated imagery. Once training 
was complete, we applied the model to test imagery to estimate the accuracy and precision of each model. 
Differences in image quality, flight elevation, and lighting reduced the accuracy of some training models. To 
date, we have iteratively improved the models to achieve accuracies of 50%.  Although target accuracy (>90%) 
was not achieved yet, our results highlight areas for improving future drone surveys and image collection to 
better facilitate automated image analysis. Developing artificial intelligence is one component of a complex 
model training process, and provides encouragement for future utilization of machine learning applications from 
drone surveys. 

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Rose Leeger is from Silver Spring, Maryland and is a rising senior at Nova 
Southeastern University in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Triple majoring in Marine 
Biology, Environmental Science, and Biology, Rose participates in research 
conducted in the Everglades analyzing population dynamics and in coastal 
waters performing ROV surveys of benthic invertebrates.  Rose is expected to 
graduate with her Bachelor’s degree in Spring 2023, and plans to obtain her 
PhD beginning fall of 2023. As a NOAA Educational Partnership Program with 
Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) class of 2021 Scholar, she is interning 
with the Antarctic Ecosystem Research Division (AERD) at the Southwest 
Fisheries Science Center in La Jolla, CA. She is working on advancing machine 
learning to assess penguin life stages from drone footage. Her past summer was 
with the Office of Aquaculture focusing on sustainable aquaculture and gaining 
science communication and educational outreach skills. Rose plans to focus on 
Antarctic and polar ecology in her graduate education and research.  She aspires 
to become a professor at a University inspiring future generations to conserve 
marine environments.

Applying Machine Learning to Assess Antarctic Penguin Populations from Drone Imagery
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Gracia Rojas1, Steve Lonhart2 
1The College of the Florida Keys

2NOAA National Oceanic Service, Office of National Marine Sanctuaries, Monterey Bay National Marine 
Sanctuary 

Technological advancements within Virtual Reality have allowed a diverse audience to experience environments 
that are otherwise inaccessible. Through Virtual Reality “Dives” an underwater experience is readily available, 
enhancing the knowledge and perception of what some might consider an alien environment, especially for 
those with no background in SCUBA diving. Sanctuaries 360: Explore the Blue, through the Office of National 
Marine Sanctuaries, provides a broad scope of diving site locations in multiple NOAA marine sanctuaries and 
serves as a valuable educational resource, both to non-divers and divers alike. To contribute to the growth of 
Virtual Reality “Dives”, prior work was expanded and new 360° imagery was captured in the Monterey Bay 
National Marine Sanctuary. Project methodology included utilizing SCUBA and an extreme wide-angle digital 
camera on a tripod, allowing for 360° image captures at various dive locations. Photos were then processed 
through photo stitching and editing software (e.g., PTGui, Pano2VR5, Lightroom), resulting in a VR image that 
the public can “dive” into, exploring a sanctuary of their choosing. In addition to the 360° imagery objectives, 
received relevant training for professional development and to increase familiarity with California species. 
Outcomes of this project will provide additional Virtual Reality “Dives” available on the “Sanctuaries 360: 
Explore the Blue” web page.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Gracia Rojas is from Fort Myers, Florida and is a rising Senior at 
The College of the Florida Keys based in Key West, majoring in 
Marine Resource Management. Gracia is expected to graduate with 
her Bachelor’s degree in the Spring of 2023, and plans to continue her 
education by pursuing a Masters Degree in Marine Sciences beginning 
Fall 2023. Gracia is a scholar within the NOAA Educational Partnership 
Program with Minority Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) in the 2021 
class. She is passionate about furthering her studies within coral reef 
restoration efforts, marine resource management, and the ability to 
identify effective restoration strategies to preserve and protect coral 
and marine species. Gracia Rojas aspires to apply her experience as a 
SCUBA diving professional to contribute to scientific diving efforts 
and ongoing research efforts. As a rising scientist, NOAA’s Mission 
inspires Gracia to obtain a career within NOAA. With an effort to act 
as a steward towards the marine environment through conservation and 
education, she drives to contribute to the protection and preservation of 
her passion for coral reef ecosystems and marine life.

Subtidal Monitoring and Underwater 360 Imagery Composition
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Michaela Wong1, Kimani Kimbrough2,Michael Edwards2, 
1University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo, 

2National Ocean Service, National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science 

Preserving health is paramount in maintaining the biodiversity of the coral reef ecosystem, which holds an 
incredible amount of environmental, economical, and cultural significance. Puakō Bay hosts one of the longest 
contiguous reefs in the state of Hawaiʻi. Puakō Bay faces a number of anthropogenic stressors from fast-
growing developments on Hawaiʻi Island, which contributes to the decline of coral reef health. Previous studies 
concerning water quality and coral health have identified sewage pollution as a contributor to diminished reef 
health. This project utilizes Random Forest machine learning to characterize land-based sources of pollution 
affecting the coral reef in Puakō Bay. Using combined water quality and land-use data from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo, the Random 
Forest model successfully predicted enterococcus and clostridium perfringens concentrations. There are still 
other variables to explore and add to the model, but the results of this project provide a baseline for a better 
understanding of anthropogenic stressors that are affecting the reef in Puakō Bay. This is important for creating 
informed decisions regarding the conservation of reefs.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Originally from the San Francisco Bay Area, Michaela Wong is 
entering her junior year at the University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo, where 
she is majoring in marine science, minoring in chemistry, and pursuing 
a data science certificate. Michaela was inspired to enter the marine 
science field by the combined environmental, economical, and cultural 
importances of coral reefs. Driven by her passion to protect, conserve, 
and restore coral reefs, she aspires to work at NOAA, where she hopes 
to collaborate with other scientists to research coral reefs across the 
Pacific. As a believer in the power of educational outreach, she also 
would like to develop ways to effectively engage with and deliver easily 
accessible information to the public. Ultimately, Michaela wants her 
work to contribute to reef conservation and restoration in scientifically 
and culturally meaningful ways.

Utilizing Machine Learning to Characterize Land-Based Sources of Pollution in Puakō 
Bay
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In Maine, significant snowfall events are a regular occurrence resulting in many societal impacts including 
power outages and vehicle accidents. What makes each one of these events unique is the snow water equivalent 
that comes from each system. Despite the usual focus on snowfall amounts, it is possible that this snow water 
equivalent information is more useful in understanding storm impacts. The snow water equivalent is dependent 
upon the snow to liquid ratio, which is governed by the types of snowflakes that fall during a storm. Average 
snow to liquid ratios in the United States range from 9:1 to 15:1. When the snow to liquid ratio is 15:1 or above, 
drier or fluffier snow is expected. With systems that have very wet snow or sleet the ratio will be 1:1 up to 9:1. 
By looking back at snowfall events since 2012 we can see if there is a relationship between power outages, car 
crashes, snowfall, and snow water equivalent. To better understand this relationship, we examined winter storm 
warning events and CoCoRaHS daily precipitation reports in relation to utility outages and vehicle accident 
information.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Richarde Graham II is from Baltimore, Maryland, and is a rising Junior 
at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University where 
he’s majoring in atmospheric science and meteorology. Richarde is 
expected to graduate with a bachelor's degree in the spring of 2024 
and is still deciding on whether he wants to continue his education and 
enroll in graduate school, or enter the workforce right out of college. 
Richarde is an NOAA Educational Partnership Program with Minority-
Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) Class of 2022 Scholar. He currently 
interns with the National Weather Service in Gray, Maine where he’s 
focusing on snow water equivalent and the societal impacts of snowfall 
events. Richarde is passionate about the weather and warning others of 
incoming weather systems. He aspires to one day work as a broadcast 
meteorologist with NOAA in the National Weather Service.

 Improving the Understanding of the Relationship between Snow Water Equivalent and 
the Societal Impacts of Snowfall Events
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Stella Heflin is a rising senior at the University of Arizona in Tucson, 
Arizona and is double majoring in Hydrology & Atmospheric Sciences 
and Applied Physics. She is a NOAA Educational Program Partnership 
with Minority Serving Institutions Class of 2021 Scholar. Stella is 
expected to graduate with her Bachelor’s degrees in the spring of 2023, 
and is looking forward to continuing her studies by pursuing a Master’s 
degree upon graduation. She plans to continue on to a PhD program. 
She is passionate about improving humanity’s understanding of the 
future climate through the use of remote sensing data and weather and 
climate modeling. She is especially interested in hydrometeorology 
and how climate change will impact precipitation. As an aspiring 
climate scientist, science communicator, and climate justice advocate, 
she hopes to one day both conduct research and interact with students, 
policymakers, and the public on issues related to climate change. She 
hopes to either work for a NOAA research laboratory or in academia.

The Study of Precipitation, the Lower Atmosphere and the Surface for Hydrometeorology (SPLASH) is a field 
campaign out of NOAA’s Physical Sciences Laboratory with the goal of improving understanding of weather 
and hydrologic prediction and modeling in mountainous terrain. The campaign is focused on part of the Upper 
Basin in the East River watershed of the western Rocky Mountains. Due to both topography and large-scale 
weather patterns, a large majority of watershed runoff comes from headwaters in the Upper Basin located in 
western Colorado. Understanding precipitation and its impact on runoff in the Colorado River watershed is 
essential for water resource management. We examined a winter stratiform precipitation event from December 
24, 2021 through January 01, 2022. This event generated 174 mm of snow and had a large impact on the East 
River watershed’s snowpack. Dramatic variations in precipitation rate and structure can occur over small 
spatial scales during winter storms due to interactions between large scale flow, regional topography, and local 
terrain. To assess whether spatial heterogeneity in precipitation occurred during this significant snow event, 
measurements from a dual-polarization X-band radar, and PARSIVEL disdrometers and precipitation gauges at 
the Kettle Ponds (KPS) and Brush Creek (BCK) sites were analyzed. Initial results show significant differences 
in precipitation amount and particle size between KPS and BCK, which are only 10 kilometers apart. This is 
likely a result of differences in wind patterns and orographic precipitation effects.

Stella Heflin1, Mimi Hughes2, Annareli Morales2, Sounak Biswas2,3, and Rob Cifelli2 
1University of Arizona 

2NOAA Research, Earth Systems Research Laboratories, Physical Science Laboratory
3Colorado State University 

Intermountain sites experience differences in precipitation and microphysics during 
the Study of Precipitation, the Lower Atmosphere and Surface for Hydrometeorology 

(SPLASH) field campaign
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The SWFO-L1 mission is set to launch in 2025 in order to detect coronal mass ejections (CMEs). It is being 
led by OPPA and various subcontractors. While the focus for this summer is to review the construction design 
package for the main site which is in Wallops, Virginia, the Wallops Environmental Protection Plan was also 
reviewed, and feedback was sent to the contractor. This design package included initial site survey results 
from disciplines such as architectural, mechanical, electrical, structural, civil, and systems. Site survey results 
came from soil borings, topographic analysis, soil infiltration, ground resistivity testing, and a horizon profile 
masking study. Apart from the construction design package, there were supporting documents that gave more 
details for these results such as the geotechnical report and topography drawing. Some prominent issues for the 
project are the existence of NASA collimation tower and its guy wires, the accessibility of the antenna station 
from the surrounding maintenance area, and the grading required to accommodate the antenna foundation. A 
key takeaway from this analysis is that a mat foundation is needed for the antenna pad because of the possibility 
of differential settlement and frost upheaval. There are many other issues that need to be resolved during this 
project and still many questions to be raised. 

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Ricardo Polanco is a Latino aspiring Civil Engineer who attends the 
City College of New York in New York City. Ricardo is expected 
to graduate in Spring of 2023 where he aspires to work in either 
environmentally friendly sustainable buildings or aeronautical 
engineering. Ricardo is a NOAA Educational Partnership Program with 
Minority Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) Class of 2021 Scholar. He 
loves meeting new professionals from all many different career paths. 
Ricardo is really adamant about combining his knowledge in Civil 
Engineering with NOAA’s mission, sharing knowledge and information 
with others, to hopefully obtain a position as a NOAA engineer upon 
completion of his bachelor’s degree. He hopes to provide accurate 
predictions to society regarding environmental challenges while also 
exploring the unknown and untouched aspects of space exploration. 

Space weather Follow On (SWFO) Ground Segment Antenna Network (SAN) Design 
Package Analysis
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Freezing rain occurs when a layer of warm air above the ground melts falling snowflakes with the resulting 
water droplets then becoming super-cooled when they enter a surface-based subfreezing layer. When these 
droplets reach the surface the water will freeze and create an ice coating upon contact with the surface. Freezing 
rain is very hazardous, often associated with its potential to cause power outages and the impacts it has on 
travel. Freezing rain and how much ice will accrete on the surface is also difficult to forecast. The purpose of 
this research was to examine some of the newest techniques to forecast the accumulation of freezing rain and 
determine what technique produces the most accurate and useful results for meteorologists. Weather events 
were gathered from METAR data collected at sites in northern New England and analyzed based on events with 
at least .01” of ice accumulation. Through learning the most accurate way to predict freezing rain accumulation 
and accretion, we can increase response time and mitigate the potential damage of the event.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Hailey Poole is from High Point, North Carolina and is a rising junior at 
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University majoring in 
Atmospheric Science and Meteorology. Hailey is expected to graduate 
with her bachelor's degree in Spring 2024 and aspires to continue 
her education and obtain her master's degree in atmospheric sciences 
beginning in Fall 2024. Hailey is a NOAA Educational Partnership 
Program with Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) Class of 
2022 Scholar. She is excited to continue her study of the specific 
conditions necessary for weather events and analyze climate data. As 
a meteorologist, working for NOAA in conjunction with the National 
Weather service is one of her professional aspirations. To help with 
forecasting and the mitigation of severe weather events, she aspires to 
become a Weather Analyst to help disseminate information to the public 
and promote safety.

Improving the Prediction of Freezing Rain in Northern New England
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NOAA’s GeoXO mission is the groundbreaking development of a satellite system that will advance Earth 
observations from geostationary orbit. The mission will supply vital information to address significant future 
environmental challenges supporting weather, ocean, and climate operations in the United States. This study 
focused on preparing the NWS for successfully integrating data from the hyperspectral sounder (GXS) into 
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models. To begin understanding how GXS data will be simulated 
into NWP, we conducted interviews with future users of GXS data. Engaging directly with the NWS NWP 
Community is critical in preparing for the future. This project utilized the Jobs-To-Be-Done Theory, Value Of 
Information (VoI), and Customer Service theory. This framework allows GeoXO to capture driving factors that 
will steer GeoXO to the road to readiness. The study aims to better inform GeoXO Leadership about the value 
of data and information. Information gathered will set the foundation for developing a user readiness plan for 
the integration of hyperspectral sounder into the NWS NWP model. It will also enhance relationships between 
the NWS and NESDIS so NESDIS can uncover future needs or concerns. The relationship between GeoXO and 
the NWS will further develop, while this study will help set expectations for future projects.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Christian Schnell is from Frisco, Texas, and is a rising junior at the 
University of The Incarnate Word in San Antonio, Texas. Christian is 
majoring in meteorology with a minor in mathematics. Christian is 
expected to graduate with his Bachelor’s degree in meteorology in May 
2024 and is currently unsure if he will go to graduate school. Christian 
is a NOAA Educational Partnership Program with Minority-Serving 
Institutions (EPP/MSI) class of 2022 scholar. He is excited to learn 
more about the atmosphere in his career and hopes to make forecasting 
more accurate and trustworthy in the future. As a meteorologist, 
working for the NWS has been his professional aspiration since a 
young age. Christian hopes to become a senior meteorologist at a NWS 
office and dreams of participating in a storm-chasing expedition. In an 
effort to address climate change, Christian also hopes to save American 
lives by educating and informing society of our continuously changing 
environment. 

Preparing for the Future: Hyperspectral Sounder
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Tornadoes can occur any time of year in Mississippi but are most common in the spring when the environment 
is more favorable. From late May to early September, large scale patterns that contribute to tornadoes do not 
usually pass through this part of the country. Although the heat and humidity of a Mississippi summer can 
create an unstable environment, key ingredients for tornado development like cold fronts and wind shear are 
usually missing. Hurricanes and tropical storms both become tropical cyclones. Non-tropical cyclones can also 
be known as Extopocial cyclones. They are capable of producing anything from cloudiness and mild-showers 
to thunderstorms and tornadoes. At the surface, stronger winds are almost exact to the storm’s location and 
they also often diminish quickly when moving away from the storm. While tornadoes occur in the summer, 
most are associated with landfalling tornadoes. Between 2015 and 2019 several tornadic events caused by 
more traditional conditions occurred in central Mississippi. The environment of three summer tornadoes 
will be analyzed using sounding parameters, model output, surface observations, and radar data. The study 
will compare and contrast the conditions that lead to the tornadoes, to identify signatures that could help 
meteorologists improve warnings for these rare events.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Taylon White is from Madison, Mississippi and is a rising senior 
at Jackson State University, in Jackson, Mississippi majoring in 
meteorology. Taylon is expected to graduate with her Bachelor’s degree 
in the Spring of 2023, and has decided that she wants to continue her 
education and enroll in graduate school, and also enter the workforce 
right out of college. Taylon is a NOAA Educational Partnership 
Program with Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) Class of 2021. 
She currently interns with the National Weather Service located in 
Jackson, MS. Taylon is excited to continue her study and continue to 
work with the National Weather Service Radar Communications and 
hopes to achieve her goals and to one day work for the NOAA National 
Weather Service.

Analysis of Summer Tornadoes in Central Mississippi not Associated with Tropical 
Cyclones
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The Elwha River, located on Washington’s Olympic Peninsula is the site of the largest dam removal project 
in US history, where two dams were removed between 2011-2014 to restore depleted salmonid populations. 
Now that it has been over a decade since dam removal, funding for monitoring efforts has begun to diminish. 
Continued monitoring on the Elwha is important for decades to come, as no project this large has ever been 
completed and it serves as a template for future projects of similar scales. NOAA released its Citizen Science 
Strategy in January, 2021 to provide a path to better observe, predict, and understand the environment, and 
manage/conserve natural resources by harnessing the power of the crowd. With NOAA’s focus on citizen 
scientists and data sharing, as well as a clear need for person power along the Elwha, a solution to the 
decreasing amount of funding towards monitoring is the use of citizen science. Organizing such events is 
challenging for researchers who are already busy, as each volunteer has different needs and qualifications 
that the researcher must be aware of. The goal of this project was to develop survey and database tools 
that researchers can use to gather this information from volunteers more efficiently and manage volunteer 
information over time. In addition, this project also prioritized recording methods used in the creation of these 
tools so that management of the tools beyond this summer will be seamless.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Dominick Davis is from Arcata, California and is a rising senior at 
Cal Poly Humboldt, where he is majoring in fisheries biology, with a 
concentration in freshwater fisheries science. Dominick is expected to 
graduate with his Bachelor’s degree in the Spring of 2023 and plans 
to pursue a career in fisheries science and potentially obtain a master’s 
degree. Dominick is a NOAA Educational Partnership Program with 
Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) Class of 2021 Scholar. As a 
fisheries scientist, Dominick aspires to restore the Salmon and Steelhead 
populations of the Pacific Northwest for the benefit of the ecosystems 
and communities that rely on them. 

Developing Database and Survey Tools to Help Recruit and Manage Citizen Science 
Efforts on Elwha River Dam Removal Monitoring
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Emily Fritsche is from Houston, Texas and currently attends the 
University of Houston-Downtown.  She is a rising senior majoring 
in biological and physical sciences.  Emily is anticipated to graduate 
with her bachelor’s degree in Spring of 2023, after which she plans to 
attend Texas A&M University at Galveston to earn her PhD in marine 
biology.  Emily is a Class of 2021 EPP/MSI scholar and aspires to work 
with NOAA professionally after completing her graduate education.  
Passionate about marine biology, protecting marine animals and 
preserving their habitats, Emily hopes to become a marine mammalogist 
or conservationist within the agency.

Macro-algal blooms of floating seaweed, Sargassum natans and Sargassum fluitans (Sargassum), have been 
increasing since 2011. Sargassum is a natural occurrence in areas from West Africa to the Gulf of Mexico, 
although the recent increase in blooms has become a persistent issue impacting coastal environments. This 
trend results in increased seaweed biomass accumulation and the expansion of the geographic range to now 
include the southeastern coast of the United States. It is hypothesized that as Sargassum mats form and sink to 
the bottom of these bodies of water, they accumulate pollutants and these mats may then transport accumulated 
chemicals across ocean boundaries. This study examined ten (10) Sargassum samples collected from the 
coast of Puerto Rico for the presence of persistent organic pollutants (POPs), including polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs), polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 
organochlorine pesticides using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Results of this study found 
that there are trace levels of POPs in all of the samples and demonstrates that Sargassum can serve as a vector 
of organic contaminants, however the environmental implications are currently unknown. The data from this 
study will be supplied to coastal resource managers to support best management practices and strategies for 
Sargassum mitigation.

Emily Fritsche1, Emily Pisarski2

1 University of Houston-Downtown
2 NOAA National Ocean Service, National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science, Hollings Marine Laboratory

Analysis of Persistent Organic Pollutants in Sargassum from Puerto Rico
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The National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR) system is a national network of estuaries co-managed by 
NOAA and coastal state agencies. In 1974, the South Slough NERR (SSNERR) in Coos County, Oregon 
became the first of 30 sites in the NERR system designated for protection and research. This project specifically 
focuses on the Wasson Creek basin, which is a 530-acre section of the SSNERR watershed system that directly 
feeds one of the main tributaries to the South Slough and has been the subject of ongoing restoration efforts 
after years of successive timber harvests. Plants such as beaked hazel (Corylus cornuta) and associated plant 
communities were managed for abundance by the Miluk Coos and other Native peoples of the Oregon coast 
since time immemorial and have been severely impacted by timber harvests and inadequate forest management 
in the past century. These species, along with many more, are culturally important to local Native peoples 
including members of the Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians (CTCLUSI). 
To aid in these restoration efforts, this habitat suitability mapping project utilizes ArcGIS to create a map of 
areas within the Wasson Creek basin that can support some of these culturally important species (e.g. beaked 
hazel). Suitability is based on environmental parameters such as soil type, drainage, aspect, slope, elevation, 
accessibility for stewardship and cultural use, and surrounding vegetation. This project was completed by 
combining GIS data from the Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL) and GIS Living Atlas with literature 
research, personal communication with Tribal members, and site visits to existing populations and proposed 
suitable locations. The information and maps generated by this project will be used to inform management 
processes within the Wasson Creek basin and hopefully aid in Tribal accessibility to these natural cultural 
resources.
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Tehani Malterre is a rising senior at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa 
where she is majoring in Global Environmental Science and pursuing 
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Mapping Habitat Suitability for Culturally Significant Plants in the South Slough 
Watershed
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Coastal marshlands are ecologically critical areas, providing estuarine species with essential food, refuge, 
and nursery habitat, that are highly sensitive to oil spills. One of the most beneficial tactics utilized to aid in 
restoration of a coastal marshland ecosystem after a spill is to replant native grasses in the impacted areas. The 
ability of local fauna to recolonize a site post-spill will depend, in part, on habitat quality, including the success 
of marsh grass restoration. The daggerblade grass shrimp (Palaemonetes pugio) is essential for facilitating 
the movement of nutrients and energy between trophic levels in this estuarine environment. In this study, we 
quantified the levels of oxidative stress in P. pugio after reintroducing them into 20 mesocosms modeling 
the salt marsh environment that had been oiled and restored using three re-planting strategies. Shrimp were 
collected from Leadenwah Creek, near Charleston, South Carolina, USA and placed into enclosures that were 
deployed into mesocosms with smooth cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora). There were five replicates of four 
different treatments: control with no replanting, oiled with no replanting, oiled replanted with field transplants, 
oiled replanted with nursery plants. Approximately one year post oiling and 5 months post replanting, shrimp 
were deployed in the mesocosms for a 96-hr period to assess residual or latent toxicity. Surviving shrimp 
were then analyzed using lipid peroxidation and glutathione biomarker assays. These two assays were used to 
quantify the amount of cellular membrane damage and cellular homeostasis regulation respectively. This study 
examined the differences in stress between different replanting strategies which will inform future salt marsh 
restoration strategies.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Ingrid Martinson was born and raised in landlocked Denver, Colorado 
where she began her journey of ocean advocacy and conservation. Now 
a rising junior and Marine Science major at California State University, 
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Oiled-Marsh Restoration Study: The Reintroduction of Fauna i Hawaiʻi nto Systems
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Shoreline depletion in coastal environments is a significant concern in a changing climate. With the rising 
temperatures, sea levels rise, precipitation frequency increases, and can cause erosion and coastal submergence 
in coastal environments. Over the last few decades there has been an increase in the application of natural and 
nature based-shorelines, commonly referred to as living shorelines, to mitigate these impacts. Living shorelines 
promote healthy growth and can protect nearby communities from coastal flooding. Due to the proliferation 
of living shorelines, coastal managers are concerned with monitoring their effectiveness. Monitoring however 
can be costly and time consuming. Satellites may be a cost-effective way to assess living shorelines. By 
interpreting the backscatter resulting from Sentinel’s high resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), scientists 
can differentiate between land and water. SAR isn’t impacted by clouds or weather, making it a useful tool for 
flood detection. In combination with ground truth data from the community, we can demonstrate the potential of 
satellite imagery to assist in monitoring living shorelines for coastal communities. 

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR
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Southeastern University in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. She is majoring 
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Evaluating the Suitability of Satellite Imagery to Monitor Living Shorelines
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(EPP/MSI) Scholars. As an intern this summer, he worked with NOAA’s 
Alaska Fisheries Science Center (ASFC) to develop a new method 
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 Thiamine (vitamin B1) is a small molecule essential to cell metabolism. Thiamine deficiency among salmon 
is known to cause early stage mortality, known as Early Mortality Syndrome (EMS), at salmon hatcheries as 
well as in wild stocks. Thiamine deficiency is also reported to cause numerous secondary health effects that 
affect survival, such as impaired predator avoidance and immune function. The current method for monitoring 
thiamine deficiency in salmon eggs is time consuming and expensive, requiring shipment of eggs to specialized 
laboratories and the use of high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Here, we used 3D-printing 
to develop a portable open-source plate reader that can be used to make high-throughput fluorescence 
measurements of thiamine. The device employs an Arduino Uno microcontroller and Hamamatsu C12880MA 
Microspectrometer to make measurements of separated thiamine within individual wells. First, salmon eggs 
were homogenized in 2% trichloroacetic acid, followed by clean-up by using Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) 
columns in order to isolate thiamine and phosphorylated thiamine from matrix interferences. Then, the samples 
were treated with potassium ferricyanide and sodium hydroxide to oxidize thiamine into a fluorescent analyte 
known as thiochrome, which was then measured on the newly developed plate reader. Data compilation and 
analysis of each reading was done using Python code. The portable plate reader is an inexpensive (<$400) and 
convenient instrument that will allow hatchery workers to make rapid, point-of-care measurements of thiamine 
levels in salmon eggs. Further experiments will aim to optimize the SPE method in order to increase sensitivity 
and precision.
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3D-Printed Portable Plate Reader for Fluorescence Measurements of Thiamine in Salmon 
Eggs
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In collaboration with university researchers and the United Houma Nation (UHN), the goal of this research was 
to better understand how the UHN adapts to climate change and to provide support to the UHN’s adaptation 
efforts to future tropical storm impacts and promote transmission of cultural knowledge among the tribe’s 
membership. Literature reviews were conducted to become more familiar with issues and opportunities related 
to climate adaptation for communities in Coastal Louisiana and tribal members and collaborating researchers 
were surveyed on adaptation efforts and perspectives on movement & relocation in response to storm impacts. 
This project focused on Hurricane Ida, a Category 4 storm that impacted the UHN in August 2021. Utilize 
hurricane damage assessment data provided by the tribe to categorize regions and assess the extent of damage 
to people's homes on a scale from 1-5 (1 being least and 5 being most damage). GIS-based maps were created 
to visualize damages incurred by Tribe members from the storm. These maps will assist the UHN in visualizing 
and communicating the storm’s impacts to their members and their lands. The UHN is committed to adapting 
to preserve its history, culture, and traditions. This tribe has also been disproportionately impacted by climate 
change and coastal erosion. UHN communities in Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes are recovering from 
Hurricane Ida’s devastation (August 2021) and looking for ways to be more resilient to future storms. The Tribe 
can leverage previous and on-going work with external partners in community-based efforts to increase its 
resilience to coastal hazards and maintain cultural identity through strategic planning and outreach.
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her interest. Her interests include monitoring and sustaining a healthy 
environment and protecting all marine ecosystems. Tatyana aims to 
work for NOAA and to engage with international ecosystems. She 
hopes to one day work with the Oceanic and Atmospheric Research 
International Activities Office to coordinate projects and conduct 
research.

Impacts of Environmental Changes to the United Houma Nation
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Long-term monitoring projects are essential to understanding trends in water quality over time, and provide 
valuable insight to future management and conservation efforts. Florida Bay is a shallow lagoon located off the 
southern tip of the Florida peninsula that can be partitioned into four distinct regions, delineated by similarities 
in water quality: Northeast (NEFB), North-central (NCFB), South (SFB), and West (WFB). From 1998 to 2012, 
water samples were taken on a monthly basis from 40 stations throughout Florida Bay. Variables measured 
included temperature, salinity, chlorophyll a (Chl a), ammonium (NH4), phosphate (PO4), nitrite (NO2), 
nitrate (NO3), silicate (Si), and total suspended solids (TSS). Principal component analysis (PCA) extracted 
composite variables from the data and was used to determine relationships among parameters. Correlation 
was observed between Si and PO4, Si and Chl a, and Chl a and TSS.  Box-and-whisker plots were created to 
display 14 years of data (1999-2012) for each parameter, providing a visual representation of seasonal trends. 
The Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted to determine the significance of these trends. All parameters, except 
TSS, showed significant seasonality baywide. Spatial differences included the characterization of NEFB as a 
region of low PO4 and low salinity, while NCFB and WFB represented zones of high Chl a and high Si. Time 
series plots were used to depict interannual trends, and a moving average was utilized to visualize the linearity 
of long term trends. A Kendall-tau analysis was conducted for each parameter to test for monotonic trends, 
and linear regression was used to estimate the trend slope. Salinity and Si showed significant increasing trends 
baywide. PO4 and NO3 showed significant increasing trends in three of four regions. Understanding of nutrient 
biogeochemistry on both spatial and temporal scales is critical to recognizing and addressing deviations from 
baseline variability when making decisions regarding management, conservation, and restoration.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Courtney White is from Canton, Michigan. She is a rising junior at 
Nova Southeastern University double majoring in marine biology and 
chemistry, with minors in marine ecology and honors transdisciplinary 
studies. After completing her Bachelor’s degree in spring of 2024, 
Courtney plans to continue her education by pursuing a doctorate 
degree in marine science. Courtney is a NOAA Educational Partnership 
Program with Minority Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) Class of 2022 
Scholar. Her research focus includes trophic dynamics and their role in 
contaminant transfer and bioaccumulation/biomagnification in marine 
mammals. She is interested in how persistent organic pollutants affect 
the health of individual organisms and the marine ecosystem as a whole. 
Courtney is committed to being an individual who is alway exploring, 
ever evolving, and consistently striving to make a difference. Her 
professional goal is to work as a NOAA scientist, where she aspires to 
combine her passion for the ocean with her natural curiosity and love of 
science to be a lifelong ambassador for the blue planet.

Spatial and Temporal Patterns of Water Quality in Florida Bay
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As the concern for the Earth's natural systems and resources grow, it is imperative that future generations 
understand the significance of environmental preservation and protection. This project, run by the Monitor 
National Marine Sanctuary (MNMS) and Newport News Public School system, recognizes this mission and 
has designed a program for students to build their critical thinking skills and environmental literacy. This 
program aims to use science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) and problem-based learning (PBL) 
to engage students in real-world problems involving shipwrecks and ocean exploration. We intend to peak 
students’ natural curiosity with underwater remote operated vehicles (ROVs) and the role they play in maritime 
archeology. Our goal is to build responsible problem-solvers, innovators and researchers through scientific 
education. From running this program, we want students to be a part of what MNMS does and realize what 
it means to be an advocate for the natural environment for years to come. The importance of developing 
ecological stewardship in any capacity cannot be understated. As such, this program hopes to grow and create 
more communities with awareness and appreciation.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Trinity Gbla is a senior Civil and Environmental Engineering major, 
Environmental Science minor from Southern California. At Howard 
University, she serves on the executive board of several organizations 
that seek to educate students on sustainability and green infrastructure. 
She is a continuous advocate for diversifying the STEM field and 
amplifying voices of POC. Trinity is also a NOAA Educational 
Partnership Program with Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) 
Scholar in the Class of 2021 where she enjoys researching the roles 
of underwater remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and encouraging 
environmental stewardship in youth. After receiving her Bachelor's 
degree, she plans to continue her education studying climate equity and 
renewable energy in a graduate program. She hopes to combine her 
background in engineering and her passion for environmental justice 
into a career to empower vulnerable Black and Indigenous communities 
against systemic and climate-related threats.

Robotics: Exciting the Next Generation in Ocean Conservation

Presentation Abstracts - Social Science, Education, 
and Communication
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The surface of the Earth is approximately 71% water, with the majority being oceans. Some might say there is 
only one ocean because of how all the waters connect. Unfortunately, with the earth’s oceans connected, that 
means it can also share pollutants and toxins. For years, the National Ocean Service (NOS) taught families 
not only about water pollutants but also about national marine sanctuaries and the importance of keeping our 
sanctuaries and waters safe. Their camps can range from water pollution awareness, to learning about the 
importance of marshes, to even using remotely operated vehicles in search of shipwrecks. This summer, a camp 
was conducted on the shores of Mallows Bay, where one of the newest national marine sanctuaries resides. 
Designated in 2019, this area, located in the Potomac River became a national marine sanctuary to preserve 
and protect an important piece of our nation’s history. Due to Covid-19, camps were not held at Mallows Bay 
– Potomac River National Marine Sanctuary (MB-PRNMS) nor throughout NOS since the summer of 2019. 
This summer marked the first camp ever created for MB-PRNMS with 10 elementary students who came to 
learn about NOAA. They discovered the importance of sanctuaries, such as Mallows Bay, and how sanctuaries 
protect valuable natural and cultural resources. As they engaged in camp activities, students grew a love for 
STEM and the world around them while they explored water pollution, water quality data, and ways to prevent 
pollution. The goal of these interactions is to make the students agents of change in the preservation of the 
environment. Through evaluation, the camp also gave insight into the effectiveness of summer camps for 
students and their families in both learning and enjoying.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Gabryelle McDaniel is from Baltimore, Maryland and is a rising senior 
at Hampton University. She is majoring in Chemical Engineering and 
is expected to graduate with her Bachelor’s degree in Spring 2023.  
Gabryelle is aiming to continue her education and obtain her Doctorate 
degree in chemical engineering with a minor in environmental science. 
Gabryelle is in a NOAA Educational Partnership Program with 
Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) Class of 2021. She is eager 
to learn more about tracking the ocean’s health and ways to prevent 
water pollution in hopes to make the water safer for future generations 
and marine life. As a chemical engineer,  Gabryelle aspires to create 
products to combat water contamination. To inspire future engineers, 
she wants to promote the benefits of creating eco-friendly devices to the 
public to motivate the next generation of engineers to find ways to save 
the environment.

Preparing the Next Generation to Make a Change Beginning at Mallows Bay
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According to the recent US Census, North Carolina has experienced a permanent Hispanic and Latino 
population growth.  Field surveys conducted via the National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR) also reflected 
Spanish-origin families visiting Zeke’s Island Reserve.  This has led to efforts that broaden equitable access by 
providing these communities with educational materials and recreational opportunities, as well as increasing 
awareness of the preservation of North Carolina's coasts.  Field observations revealed the need for resources that 
point to detailed information about available services.  Using an innovative approach for maximizing Spanish-
speakers' involvement at the Reserve, an interactive web-map was designed to display educational information 
and activities around Zeke.  A story map was created using ArcGIS, incorporating self-guided trail-loops, 
points of interest, and a multimedia gallery of estuarine habitats and wildlife within the Reserve.  The materials 
provided will substantially benefit Spanish-language populations visiting the Reserve and increase opportunities 
to learn about estuarine environments.  This endeavor aligns with NOAA’s mission of ensuring that knowledge 
and information are shared with the public.  Further action includes exploring ways to distribute these resources 
and increase awareness.  These resources will be available at the NCNERR Zeke’s Island Reserve site and Fort 
Fisher Recreation Area, with the potential to expand.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Yesenia Marie Rivera-Lopez is from Puerto Rico and is currently 
a NOAA Educational Partnership Program with Minority-Serving 
Institutions (EPP/MSI) Class of 2021 Scholar.  She is a rising senior at 
the University of Puerto Rico – Mayaguez campus.  Yesenia is double 
majoring in Geology and Surveying and has completed a minor in 
Resilience Infrastructure and Sustainable Education.  Yesenia plans 
to earn a bachelor’s degree and aspires to pursue a PhD in remote 
sensing sciences.  Her career goal in coastal resilience helps NOAA 
meet its mission to preserve coastal environments and reduce erosion 
events.  Yesenia also intends to reinforce awareness about natural 
disasters and climate variability by educating and planning to become 
a resilience leader, emphasizing vulnerable communities in coastal 
zones. As a NOAA EPP/MSI Scholar this summer, Yesenia was thrilled 
to work closely with communities by broadening opportunities for the 
Spanish-origin families that visit the Zeke’s Island Reserve in North 
Carolina.  These efforts increase the learning experience about estuarine 
environments and provide recreational activities at the Reserve.

Increasing Spanish Origin-Focused Educational Outreach and Enhancing Visitor 
Connection with the North Carolina NERR’s Sites and Mission
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Fish and fishing remain integral to life in the U.S. Pacific Islands. Non-commercial/recreational fishing is a type 
of fishing that does not fit the commercial fishing requirements in the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation 
Management Act. This includes individuals that fish for sustenance, sport, and cultural practices. The quantity of 
these individuals is undetermined which causes difficulty in management and identifying who these fishers are. 
Because of this, it is important to create strategies to understand their concerns and communicate effectively. 
Using social science techniques, nine strategies were evaluated using the SOAR approach. This method assesses 
the Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations, and Restraints of each strategy. Using this tool, it was found that 
officials should to think “outside the box” and include individuals from different backgrounds and from various 
parts of the Pacific Islands. Despite the fact that there are obstacles, the most effective approach is for direct 
outreach to increase interaction between officials and fishers which builds strong relationships of understanding.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Spencer Sakuma is a 2022-2024 NOAA EPP/MSI Scholar presently 
interning at the Pacific Islands Regional Office and the Pacific Islands 
Fisheries Science Center. She has been working with Keith Kamikawa 
and Adam Ayers to create strategies to increase engagement in 
recreational and non-commercial fisheries in the U.S Pacific Islands. 
She is currently a rising junior at the University of Hawai’i at Manoa 
majoring in global environmental science and minoring in Japanese. She 
hopes to graduate with a BS degree in Spring 2024, After graduating, 
she hopes to attend graduate school to earn her Master's degree. She 
has several goals that she wants to accomplish such as implementing 
her Japanese minor with environmental science to communicate 
internationally, to see how the United States can be better in terms of 
sustainability.

Improving Engagement with Non-Commercial/Recreational Fishing Communities in 
Hawai’i
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Recent work at the Kachemak Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve has revealed the significance 
of alders (Alnus spp.) to the ecosystem due to their nitrogen fixing abilities, enabled by their mutualistic 
relationship with actinobacteria. The nitrogen that they contribute helps maintain an ecosystem that is healthy, 
productive, and able to support economically important species including salmon. Alders also associate with 
ectomycorrhizal fungi. However, basic questions about the fungi in this tripartite system (alders, actinobacteria, 
and ectomycorrhizal fungi) have yet to be explored. Fungi are important constituents of terrestrial ecosystems, 
however, understanding of their contribution in the Kachemak Bay watershed is limited. This project 1) 
addresses the fundamental question of what ectomycorrhizal fungal species are present and 2) focuses on 
place-based educational outreach materials on the topic of fungi. First, we investigated whether alder roots at 

this site host ectomycorrhizal fungi. We sampled alder roots that intersected 12 sample microsites (225 ) 
adjacent to mature alders. We used standard microscopy techniques to identify and characterize ectomycorrhizal 
morphotypes. Additionally, we collected 243 soil cores for identification of fungal and actinobacteria species 
via molecular techniques. For use in educational outreach, we created a teacher’s guide to fungi, infographics, 
and protocols for hands-on activities. Appropriate grade-level activities included culturing fungi from plant 
leaves, bark, and soil so students can learn aseptic techniques and appreciate the high level of fungal endophyte 
diversity in the environment, even across small spatial scales. Increasing awareness and conducting further 
research on fungi will allow for a more complete understanding of the Kachemak Bay watershed and increase 
community engagement.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Ronja Steinbach was born and raised in Albuquerque, NM, in a 
German/American household. She will be graduating from the 
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa in December 2022 with her bachelor’s 
in marine biology and a minor in botany. Ronja is an Educational 
Partnership Program with Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) 
Class of 2021 Scholar and seeks to work as a research scientist for 
NOAA or to become a professor. During her first summer internship, 
Ronja worked for the National Marine Sanctuaries where she created 
educational curricula. This summer, Ronja worked at the Kachemak 
Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve where she conducted research 
on alder ectomycorrhizal fungi and created educational outreach 
materials. Ronja will continue to pursue her interests in mycology in 
graduate school. Ronja is also a member of the American Association of 
University Women, a program through which she advocates for equality 
in education and society.

An Investigation of Alder Ectomycorrhizal Fungi and Community Outreach in the Kenai 
Peninsula, Alaska
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Modern anthropogenic challenges fuel the need for enhanced solution-oriented communication. Scientific 
information has progressed over the last decade creating useful knowledge for policy makers, scientists, 
managers, amongst others. However, it seems that this useful knowledge rarely sees the light of day outside 
of scientific journals. There is an apparent gap, as many scientists are generally untrained in conveying 
their studies in a nontechnical, neutral way that captures the attention of the non-scientific community. The 
objective of this project was to create inclusivity with meaningful impacts to promote diversity and equity 
amongst the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary in California. These efforts were made via the creation 
educational materials, webinars, banners, exhibits for the city of Santa Cruz, and print and written materials 
for the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary Foundation social media. In celebration of the National 
Marine Sanctuary system’s 50th anniversary, and the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary’s 30th year 
anniversary, our goal was to find a different approach to promote Recreating Responsibly and GIYS (Get into 
Your Sanctuary), educating on how to experience and care for our sanctuary systems. Utilizing the creative 
side of marine sciences, we were able to create a lasting impact within the general public, promoting GIYS and 
diversity inclusion in the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Nadia N. Vidal Difré was born and raised in Fajardo, Puerto Rico, and is 
pursuing a bachelor’s degree in marine biology and digital media at the 
University of Central Florida. Currently, Nadia is a NOAA Educational 
Partnership Program with Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) 
Class of 2021 Scholar. She looks forward to continuing her education 
in Marine Science Communication and aspires to become a Visual 
Information Specialist and a Marine Science Interpreter. From a young 
age, she has always aspired to find ways in combining her passion for 
arts and marine science. In hopes to build the bridge between scientists 
and the general public, Nadia is inspired to create inclusivity and wishes 
to find creative ways to communicate science beyond the journals.

Bridging the Gap Between Science and the General Public: A GIYS Experience
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Oceans have absorbed 30% of the carbon dioxide (CO2) produced from anthropogenic activities. As the world’s 
largest carbon sink, this absorption has dropped the pH of the ocean by 0.02 pH units every decade; a rate that 
has not been seen in the last 55 million years. Previous research demonstrated that larval bivalves are highly 
susceptible to ocean acidification (OA), a problem for bivalve fisheries which account for 1.8 millions jobs and 
generate $250 billion US dollars. However, few researchers have documented how continuous exposure to OA 
affects gonad development. Bivalves will proportion energy into muscle tissue growth or gonad development 
depending on environmental conditions. This project focuses on determining if there are tradeoffs to muscle 
tissue growth and gonad development under different OA conditions. Argopecten irradians (bay scallops) 
were exposed to low (530 µatm) and medium (748  µatm) pCO2 levels (pH = 7.90 and pH = 7.76, respectfully) 
from birth to spawning adults (~1 year). Starting at 8 months old, monthly samples of ~20 scallops from 
each CO2 treatment were measured for shell length and dissected by gonad, muscle, and somatic tissues. 
Condition index (sum of all tissues (g)/shell weight (g)*100), gonad index (gonad tissue weight (g)/total tissue 
weight (g)*100), and muscle index (muscle tissue weight (g)/total tissue weight (g)*100) were calculated. No 
significant difference was determined for condition index (p=0.06) and shell length (p=0.66) between the two 
treatments. There was a significant difference in gonad index (p=0.03) and muscle index (p=0.0003) between 
the two treatments. The data suggests that under OA conditions, bay scallops will focus more energy on gonad 
development than muscle development, thus suggesting that the industry will have smaller products. However, 
focusing more energy on gonad development may result in more eggs and sperm, thus producing more larvae, 
a potential benefit for the industry. This research highlights the need for further research on gonad and muscle 
development under OA conditions for an organism's entire lifespan.
ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Alison Novara is a Class of 2022 NOAA Educational Partnership 
Program with Minority-Serving Institutions (EPP/MSI) Scholar. 
Originally from St. Louis, Missouri, Alison is a junior Presidential 
Scholar at Nova Southeastern University majoring in Marine Biology 
with minors in Marine Ecology and Public Health. After graduating 
with her Bachelor’s degree in Spring 2024, Alison hopes to continue 
studying the impact climate change has on marine ecological systems 
and coastal communities through  obtaining her PhD. Working for 
NOAA is Alison’s professional aspiration, either as a Marine Ecologist 
or Marine Biologist. She is very passionate about educating others and 
regularly engages in creating and presenting public outreach programs 
to spark other’s passion for environmental conservation. 

Response of Bay Scallops to Ocean Acidification

Presentation Abstracts - Climate Adaptation and 
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Ocean Service (NOS) Center for 
Operational Oceanographic Products and Services (CO-OPS) manages the National Current Observation 
Program (NCOP) and Physical Oceanographic Real-Time Systems (PORTSⓇ). These programs are designed 
to provide tide and current predictions, as well as real-time current and meteorological information. Outdated 
current predictions, navigational support requirements, and incident response scenarios (e.g., oil spills, vessel 
accidents) have highlighted CO-OPS’ need for a rapidly-deployable system that provides near-surface current 
and meteorological observations. To address, CO-OPS designed, developed, and tested a real-time system based 
on a surface buoy platform, hereinafter referred as CURBY. In 2018, CO-OPS completed the build, integration, 
and testing of the first prototype CURBY which was followed by two successful field tests possessing 
measurements that were used to improve tidal current predictions and to plan for a 2021 regional survey. Initial 
success with tidal current survey operations led to design enhancement and wider use. Recently, two CURBY 
systems have been deployed into the Columbia River to provide a current survey analysis. This task has called 
for a post deployment assessment to validate the accuracy and precision results of the data collected thus far. 
This evaluation will be conducted using the marine dynamic analysis software Proteus DS (DSA Ocean). DSA 
Ocean’s Proteus DS is a time-domain, finite element, dynamics analysis software packaged that can be used 
to test offshore and subsea marine systems, including buoy moorings. The model allows for the adjustment of 
current profiles and speeds, the addition of winds and waves, as well as the ability to add or remove different 
mooring components. The comprehensive intention of Proteus is to allow for more efficient preparation for 
future deployments which will in turn produce enhanced tide, current and meteorological predictions.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Auriel Sanders resides in Bolingbrook, Illinois and is a rising senior 
at Hampton University majoring in biochemistry. She expects to 
graduate with her bachelor’s degree in Spring 2023 and is a NOAA 
Educational Partnership Program with Minority-Serving Institutions 
(EPP/MSI) Class of 2021 Scholar. Auriel has a plethora of research 
interests in mind with examination and analysis of marine life at the 
top of her list. She would like to work for NOAA in the future because 
she believes that this organization has made astonishing breakthroughs 
and advancements that are beneficial in improving the quality of life 
for people of all social and economic classes. Additionally, Auriel 
anticipates that becoming more knowledgeable about the ecosystem 
and understanding how to interpret data that exposes climate, coastal 
and oceanic changes will allow her to make more informed decisions 
regarding her ecological footprint and guide others in a positive 
direction.

The Use of Mooring Analysis Software to Support the Design, Development, and Testing of 
Mooring Systems
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Tropical Cyclones (TC) are seasonal large-scale storm systems that develop over much of the world’s tropical 
oceanic regions, while in the Western North Pacific (WNP), they can develop at any time of the year. These are 
some of the most dangerous and impactful storms on Earth and can decimate cities, islands, and regions. TCs 
form in tropical regions where weather disturbances, usually clusters of showers and thunderstorms, thrive off 
of the abundant atmospheric moisture from the evaporation of warm oceanic surface waters. These disturbances, 
under the right atmospheric conditions (weak upper-level wind shear), gradually become better organized, 
eventually growing into significant cyclones, some with devastating impacts. In the WNP, there are a number of 
islands, territories, and countries that are affected by these storms and rely on accurate weather reports coming 
from the Guam WFO. WFO Guam’s large area of responsibility, exceeding 4 million square miles, includes 39 
separate tropical cyclone warning points spread across the Micronesia region and the Mariana Islands. The goals 
of this project were to provide a better understanding of TC formation location and intensity and their variability 
based on the phase of the El Nino-Southern Oscillation, and to potentially identify any long-term trends in TC 
formation, motion, and location of maximum intensity. The Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) historical 
best track data was used as the basis for this TC study. We sought to identify any trends that may become 
evident and can lead to a more informed understanding of the changing threats of occurrence of TCs affecting 
the various regions for this under-served region of the planet.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Derrick Seegars is from New York City, New York and is currently a 
rising senior at the New York City College of Technology, and majoring 
in Architectural Technology. Derrick is expected to graduate with his 
Bachelor’s degree in spring 2023 and strives to continue his education 
by acquiring a Master’s Degree in Architecture. Derrick is a NOAA 
Educational Partnership Program with Minority-Serving Institutions 
(EPP/MSI) Class of 2021 Scholar and hopes to become an architect 
that creates sustainable structures and infrastructures that co-exist with 
the natural habitat by using renewable energy and innovative materials. 
As an aspiring architect, Derrick hopes to combine his expertise in 
architecture and skills and knowledge of the environment to be a liaison 
between private/public sector development companies and government 
agencies such as NOAA. His ultimate goal is to build and develop more 
efficient and environmentally sustainable structures by using innovative 
techniques and cutting edge technology.

Examining the Inter-Annual Variability of Tropical Cyclone Trends in the Western North 
Pacific
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Extreme heat and climate change is the top cause of environmental related deaths in the United States. 
Temperature affects residents' health through the loss of regulation; this causes different illnesses like heat 
exhaustion, heat stroke, and hyperthermia. It also causes chronic diseases to get worse like diabetes, respiratory 
disease, and cardiovascular disease. People who are at the highest risk of being affected are low income 
residents, immigrant groups, indigenous people, children, pregnant women, elderly people, people with 
disabilities, outdoor workers, and people with preexisting medical conditions. This information was obtained 
after conducting a literature review and interviewing fellow NOAA affiliates. The interviews were conducted 
to gain more insight into the mitigation plan for the NOAA pilots; Las Vegas, Phoenix, Charleston, and Miami. 
Products of the literature and interviews were a story map and a report. Governance and mitigation is the 
main goal for helping communities that are impacted by extreme heat. Having policies and plans in place for 
residents to know how to help themselves and their loved ones will make a difference in the number of deaths in 
the United States. It is recommended to advance heat equity, mitigate heat, manage risks, coordinate initiatives, 
and build heat institutions for a positive change to help the extreme heat problem the world is undergoing. 
A future study of this project would be a data collection of heat sensors in these pilot cities during the next 
summer and comparing the data to the summer of 2021 and 2022.

ABOUT THE SCHOLAR

Alexandria Tennant is from Atlanta, Georgia and is a rising junior at 
Savannah State University majoring in marine sciences. Alexandria 
is expected to graduate in May of 2024. Alexandria is a NOAA 
Educational Partnership Program with Minority-Serving Institutions 
(EPP/MSI) Living Marine Resources Cooperative Science Center 
(LMRCSC) Class of 2019 Scholar. She is enthusiastic about learning 
more about the biodiversity along the coasts, gaining new experiences 
with marine organisms, and also learning how to communicate with the 
public about her interests. As a NOAA LMRCSC fellow and marine 
scientist, Alexandria would love to pursue a career working for NOAA. 
Since she is interested in communicating to the public about marine 
life, she is in pursuit of being able to be on a communications team for 
marine science.

Mitigating Heat Impacts: Supporting NOAA’s Heat Health Pilots
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Academic Year Research Project Summaries

EPP/MSI Class of 2021 Scholars

Undergraduate scholars conduct research, under the guidance of an academic advisor, at their 
academic institutions during their junior year of study. The following summaries represent the 
work that was completed by the Class of 2021 scholars.
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Evaluating the Effects of Astaxanthin on Coastal Cutthroat Trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii)

Introduction

Astaxanthin is a pigment commonly used in farmed salmonids such as Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) and 
Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) to give the flesh that reddish-orange color that consumers want to see in 
their salmon, as this is the natural look of the flesh. Without this pigment, the flesh in the farm raised fish would 
have an unnatural white pigmentation. Coastal Cutthroat Trout are not commonly raised in an aquaculture 
setting and the effects of astaxanthin on this species are less understood. The goal of this project was to evaluate 
the effects of Astaxanthin on Cutthroat Trout meat pigmentation and growth in a hatchery setting.

Methods

Using the facilities at the Cal Poly Humboldt fish hatchery, 240 Coastal Cutthroat Trout were divided into two 
raceways, with one group being the control group, getting fed the normal hatchery feed and the other group 
being the experimental group, getting fed the feed with astaxanthin. The hypothesis going into this experiment 
was that the fish being fed the feed with astaxanthin would have more pigmented meat than those that were 
being fed the normal hatchery feed. The feeding went on for three months, with the two groups of fish being fed 
identical amounts of feed and kept in identical conditions.

Results

In December of 2021, after 3 months of feeding, ten fish from each group were euthanized and evaluated for the 
pigmentation of their flesh. Both groups exhibited a lack of any kind of pigmentation in their flesh. In terms of 
growth, the experimental group being fed the EWOS astaxanthin diet packed on 10,383.6g of weight throughout 
the study and the control group being fed the normal EWOS feed put on 6,200.4g. The experimental group 
being fed astaxanthin also had a higher feed conversion ratio (FCR) than the normal EWOS feed.

Conclusions

One reason why the fish exhibited no pigmentation could’ve been that the feed company simply provided the 
wrong feed, or the wrong feed was being distributed for parts of the project. Some more plausible reasons could 
be that the dye doesn’t work well on Coastal Cutthroat Trout, or that only males were euthanized and evaluated 
for meat quality. By the time these fish were euthanized, they were right in the middle of their spawning cycles. 
Although Coastal Cutthroat Trout do not deteriorate to the point of death during reproduction like salmon 
do, it does result in a deterioration in flesh quality, especially in males. The reason why only males could be 
euthanized was that the females were much more valuable to the school hatchery’s annual spawning of the fish, 
which occurred promptly after the completion of this study.
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Microbiome of the Eastern Oyster (Crassostrea virginica) and it’s Denitrification Potential 
in Benthic Systems

Introduction

This ongoing project is to improve individual understanding of nutrient dynamics in coastal systems and 
determine if oyster tissues contain bacterial species (the microbiome) that should be studied using whole 
genome sequencing (WGS) and bioinformatics.

Purpose

The purpose of this project was to affirm that Eastern oysters, Crassostrea virginica, are capable of stimulating 
denitrification by providing organic carbon and nitrogen as biodeposits to denitrifying communities in 
sediments. C. virginica was chosen for this study due to the body of available knowledge of its impact on 
denitrification. It was hypothesized that oyster microbiomes provide a significant ecosystem service of nitrogen 
removal in estuarine systems. 

Methods

Eastern oysters (n=20) were procured from last November, December, February, and March from an oyster 
farm in Tallahassee, Florida. Oysters the size of 6mm are planted in floating cages in Oyster Bay, Florida for 
8 months to as long as 18 months to grow to market size. These conditions make it possible for the oysters to 
grow naturally within cages that are designed to provide shelter from varying weather conditions and protection 
from predators. We shucked the oysters and used a grinder to make oyster tissue homogenate. We then serially 
diluted the tissue homogenate in sterile water and plated the different dilutions onto LB agar growth media 
followed by incubation of plates at 30℃. After 2-3 days, colonies that grew on different dilutions were counted 
and recorded. Depending on the dilution, the bacteria count varied. We used 10-fold dilutions; each dilution is 
1/10th of the concentration of the previous dilution. The first 10-fold dilution was 101; although we went up to 
108, generally 104 dilution was used for research. The bacteria count in 104 dilution varied from 281, 196, 52, 44 
and 39 bacteria count. When 106 was used, the results were 119, 237 and 121 bacteria count. Nucleic acids were 
extracted from the oysters then the concentration was quantified. 

Conclusion

It is inferred from the review of several studies that both C. Virginica and Mytilus Edulis, the blue mussel, 
share a gut microbiome, which may result in similar gut microbial communities. This may indicate that varying 
factors influence the bivalve microbiome that could result in species variability. A greater understanding of 
the structure and function of oyster microbiomes, specifically that of C. virginica, will advance knowledge of 
estuarine ecology and may provide improved strategies for managing coastal water quality. This research is 
ongoing. 
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Monitoring Bowhead Whale Population Structure using Mitochondrial DNA Sequences

Introduction

This ongoing study monitors the population structure of the Bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) through  
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequences. More specifically, this project analyzes mtDNA to determine if any 
sub structuring is present within the Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort (BCB) Seas Stock, to examine its distinction 
from  surrounding stocks (East Canada-West Greenland (ECWG) and Okhotsk (OKS)), and to characterize the 
haplotypes  present in the BCB population. 

Purpose

The BCB Seas stock has been and continues to be hunted by Alaskan Natives for their subsistence. To prevent 
these  whales from being over hunted, The International Whaling Commission (IWC) enforces whaling 
regulations. This  research project continuously monitors the population structure of the BCB Seas stock to 
ensure that such regulations  are appropriate and effective. Ultimately, the results produced in this study will be 
sent to the IWC. 

Methods

Bowhead whale tissue samples previously collected from whales hunted by Alaskan Natives were extracted for  
mtDNA. The extracted mtDNA was amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR); and three PCRs were  
performed on each sample, one for each gene being sequenced (cyt-b, ND1, and HVR1). The resulting PCR 
products  were run through gel electrophoresis. The PCR products were then purified and sent to an external lab 
for sequencing.  The sequences were then edited with sequence editing software and later statistically analyzed 
and organized into a  haplotype network (also via software). 

Conclusion
It was concluded that the levels of distinction between the three stocks (BCB and ECWG stocks are less distinct 
from  one another than BCB/OKS and ECWG/OKS; and the OKS stock is most distinct) were due to the 
historical and  current geographic distributions of these stocks. Since the ECWG and OKS stocks are located at 
opposite poles, they  are geographically isolated from each other; thus, they are more distinct from each other. 
As the BCB stock is the  largest of these three stocks and is located between the ECWG and OKS stocks, it is 
less distinct from the ECWG and  OKS stocks, respectively. 

Results

In total, 581 samples were analyzed (complete for all three genes) into a haplotype network. The haplotype 
network  supports the data trends from 2018: the BCB, ECWG, and OKS stocks are distinct, but the BCB and 
ECWG stocks are  least distinct from one another. In 2018, statistical tests indicated that the BCB, ECWG, and 
OKS stocks are  interbreeding yet still distinct, the BCB and ECWG stocks have recently expanded, and that no 
sub-structuring exists  within the BCB stock. 
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Analyzing Spatial Data in R Coding Software in Order to Assess the Potential Ecological 
Risks of Off-Shore Wind Farm Installation on Kelp Forests of the West Coast

Introduction

Urgency for climate action has advanced green energy innovation, and offshore wind energy holds promising 
potential for the power industry. However, it is important to investigate the environmental implications of 
installing wind farms on the coast. Industrializing ocean ecosystems raises concern for species and habitat 
disruption. The purpose of this study is to analyze the probability of anthropogenic disturbance on kelp forests 
within close proximity to wind farm lease areas on the West Coast. 

Methods

Spatial data were collected and collated into raster data layers for these three areas as proposed wind farm 
locations. These pre-existing raster data layers were then added to a map in ArcGIS Pro in order to identify 
patterns of overlap with the kelp forest habitats. In order to be thorough, an additional Shapiro-Wilk normality 
test, and Wilcoxon rank-sum test were run on the data in R. 

Results

The spatial model generated in ArcGIS showed significant overlap between kelp abundance and the proposed 
offshore wind energy sites in Morro Bay and Diablo Canyon. Diablo Canyon shows a higher frequency of 
low kelp abundance, with the average kelp abundance being 8330.599 square meters, and Morro Bay shows 
a decrease in frequency as kelp abundance increases, with the average kelp abundance in the area being 
272779.960 square meters. The maximum kelp abundance in Diablo Bay was 75072 square meters compared to 
1374413 square meters in Morro Bay. 

Discussion

Kelp forest communities frequently experience adversity from natural disturbances. The possibility of 
threatening the health of these ecosystems is present when ocean industrialization is introduced. In order to go 
green we must ensure that the rewards far outweigh the risks.
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Extreme Wet Weather Impact on Wastewater Treatment Plant Resiliency and Receiving 
Ecosystems

Introduction 

Wet weather events negatively impact the functionality of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) and water 
management and in turn, causing issues in the receiving aquatic ecosystems. This project aims to highlight the 
effects and resilience of WWTPs and the surrounding environment. 

Severe storms cause these systems to overflow and release untreated water filled with organic matter, bacteria, 
and other harmful contaminants to surrounding water bodies. Not only does this endanger the wildlife in these 
habitats but it affects fisheries and recreational activity. Properly managing WWTPs means protecting the 
environment and human health. 

Methods 

Sensor data from the Parkway wastewater treatment plant in Washington, DC from 2017, was used to observe 
any possible connection between the occurrence of extreme storms and the amount of pollution found in the 
effluent. Water, wastewater treatment, flow rate, and precipitation in the DC area were all used in conjunction to 
draw conclusions though there is no agreed upon standard to measure resilience. 

Results 

Though the research had no explicit conclusions, there were observed correlations between an extreme weather 
event and the amount of pollutant found in nearby water bodies. The major results from the data showed a 
positive correlation between the inflow rate and high precipitation which was anticipated. In addition, the 
observation period showed when the precipitation reached 0.8 inches or above, the influent was typically 
more than the treated effluent meaning overflow may have occurred. Lastly, there was an observed positive 
correlation between the overflow and ammonia present in the outflow. 

Discussion 

Overall, the results relatively supported the idea that more severe weather will cause wastewater treatment 
plants to become dysfunctional, forcing the system to release untreated water into the surrounding environment. 
However, it is unclear for the amount of pollutants, which will be found in the ecosystem as a result of overflow.
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Evaluation of Precipitation Product Performance Over Two Climatic Extremes

Introduction 

The comparison of satellite and reanalysis-based precipitation products to surface-based datasets is essential to 
improving the scientific community’s confidence in precipitation products, and by extension, in climate models 
and research conclusions. Precipitation products are thought to experience more difficulty in both subarctic 
regions and arid regions. In this analysis, we used ground-based data over Finland and the Southwestern 
U.S., respectively, to evaluate precipitation products over these two climatic regimes. We expected reanalysis 
products to perform best, as these products incorporate bias adjustment and model results. 

Methods 

For Finland, hourly gauge data from the Finnish Meteorological Institute from 2015-2017 was compared to 
the IMERG Final-HQ product. Three gauges and their corresponding pixels, representative of the three main 
climatic regions, were used in order to geospatially correlate the data. Daily averaged time series of the data 
was plotted, both to compare the two datasets, and to look for any significant diurnal cycle which could bias 
the IMERG product. For the Southwestern U.S., monsoon season (July 15 - September 30) data on a daily 
scale from 2002 through 2021 was used for analysis, as this is the main period of significant precipitation in the 
region. Stage IV data was used as a reference, and the IMERG-Late, IMERG-Final, PDIR-Now, and ERA5-
Land products were scaled to the same grid evaluated in comparison to the reference and to each other using 
time series plots and Haywood plots, as well as mean and correlation statistics. 

Findings 

In Finland, the data indicated both that the satellite-based IMERG-Final was well representative of the trends 
seen by the gauge data, and that there was no significant diurnal cycle with influence on precipitation retrieval. 
In the Southwestern U.S. the reanalysis product ERA-5 and the bias-adjusted product IMERG-Final both 
performed very well in detecting monsoon season precipitation rate, with correlations to reference data of 
0.922 and 0.873 over Arizona, respectively, and with the trend holding over the remainder of the study region. 
Notably, both products performed worse over areas of complex topography. 

Conclusion 

Satellite-based precipitation data performed better than expected, indicating their importance alongside 
reanalysis datasets in precipitation studies. Both case studies also highlight the importance of the availability 
of high-quality ground-based data for validating and improving the accuracy of remotely sensed datasets, 
especially in areas of unique climate extremes that are being impacted by climate change.
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The Distribution of Mangrove Mosquitofish in Relation to Thermal Isoclines Through 
Analysis of Genital Morphology

Introduction 

The Mangrove Mosquitofish are found in many brackish and freshwater ecosystems surrounding South 
Florida and Cuba. This species is constantly challenged with habitat loss and reduction due to increased 
urbanization in native areas leading to them being listed as biologically vulnerable by the Florida Fish 
and Wildlife Conservation Commission. Preliminary research found hybrids of the Mangrove and Eastern 
Mosquitofish which present gonopodiums with a new shape that has not been documented. that could indicate 
reproductive success. Hybridization of mosquitofish is a good indicator of species health and wellness as the 
Mangrove Mosquitofish is more vulnerable than the Eastern Mosquitofish due to its temperature limitations 
and hybridization of other species within its range.  My work analyzed the current distribution and documented 
the current northward range of the Mangrove Mosquitofish and whether rates of hybridization with Eastern 
Mosquitofish differ in their historic range.

Methods

Collection began in August of 2021.  The northern and southern limits of Broward County, FL were sampled by 
deploying minnow traps from boat ramps or nearby shores.  Fish were sorted by gender and males were taken 
back to the lab. Once back in the lab, fish were placed in a behavior tank that consisted of an open area and a 
hide to assess boldness via video observation.  Fish were then humanely euthanized and the gonopodium was 
photographed using a digital microscope for further image analysis. 

Major Findings

Analysis of the hybrid individual shows an intermediate of the mangrove and eastern mosquitofish gonopodium. 
Structural difference between the species of mosquitofish confirms changes observed in historical drawings 
through statistical analysis of landmarks. Mangrove mosquitofish have been observed in northern ranges that 
expand past their historical range, and latency and boldness was evaluated on northern and southern populations 
to explain this behavior. Northern populations demonstrate preliminary results of bolder behavior through 
analysis of swim path length and efficiency. 

Conclusions

Mangrove forests are deteriorating due to human activities and much of the forests that existed forty years 
ago have changed dramatically and decreased in size.  This work justifies the distribution changes within an 
indicator fish species of the everglades over the last forty years.  There is distinction between the eastern and 
mangrove mosquitofish seen in the gonopodium structure, even though both share a similar body size externally.  
As an important pest regulator of a fragile ecosystem, the mangrove mosquitofish habitat must be protected and 
understood.  The future of this population relies on proper management of the everglades ecosystem.
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Wastewater Indicators and Their Relationship to Rainfall at Sumida Farm

Introduction

Sumida Farm, located in ʻAiea on the island of Oʻahu, has been in operation as a watercress farm since 1928 
and serves as an important agricultural oasis within an urban setting. The farm is subject to stressors from the 
surrounding urban setting including potential runoff which contains wastewater that can later find its way into 
the watershed. 

Purpose 

By analyzing the presence of organic chemicals such as pharmaceuticals in the water on the farm and the 
upstream areas, this project focuses on assessing the presence and temporal dynamics of wastewater runoff 
to the farm and in the watershed, which may be responsible for deteriorating water quality observed by the 
farm managers. The goal of this project is to test monthly water samples from the farm for ibuprofen, caffeine, 
carbamazepine and sulfamethoxazole, which can be used to test for the presence and persistence of wastewater 
at Sumida Farm and the surrounding watershed. 

Preliminary Results 

Preliminary results show that caffeine and carbamazepine are present at the farm and are most common within 
plots in rows 7 and 8 on the farm. These are the most upstream areas that are most likely to receive runoff 
from the surrounding urbanized area. Out of 53 samples, 36% and 11% had detectable levels of caffeine and 
carbamazepine, respectively. 

Continuing Research 

Water sampling and analysis for this study will continue into Fall 2022 and Spring 2023. Combined with 
the findings in this summary, future research into the presence of sulfamethoxazole and ibuprofen at Sumida 
Farm will provide a better understanding about the presence of wastewater at the farm. Additionally, future 
research in this study will include an analysis of precipitation events and their correlation to the presence of 
pharmaceuticals in the water at Sumida Farm. This research will help farm managers to locate problem areas 
and adjust their farm-management practices accordingly.
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Modifying the Outer Surface of Marine Vehicles to Decrease the Formation of Biofilm 
Formation

Introduction

Marine vehicles ,from submarines to cruise ships, stay in the water for long periods of time causing bacterial 
colonies and biofilms to form. These colonies can be beneficial for these ships to be article reefs, but for boats 
in use, it just causes early deterioration. To prevent biofilms and bacteria from forming on these vehicles, this 
study aims to see what change can occur if the material used for a submarine’s shell is treated. 

An innovative approach 

The metals marine vehicles are commonly made of are aluminum and steel. For this research, titanium was 
used. Titanium was chosen as the metal from its resistance to corrosion and how light weight it is. As a twist, 
the surface was modified by sanding it and using the Alkaline Hydrothermal Treatment. Following these steps 
helped form spikes on the surface modifying the titanium sheets at a nanoscale. Three groups of samples were 
made to see if modification is effective and if it works best from a shorter or longer treatment. The three groups 
made were a control group (no AHT), a 4 hour group (baked in the AHT for 4 hours), and an 8 hour group( 
baked in the AHT for 8 hours). To test the longevity of this material with modifications two different mechanical 
tests were performed: determining the contact angle and the roughness . By testing the contact angle, it can be 
determined if the samples are hydrophilic or hydrophobic (calculating wettability). Roughness was calculated to 
determine the number of irregularities in the samples. 

Results 

The results showed that the 4 hour group from contact angle values were the lowest, while the eight hour group 
had the highest contact angles. The 8 hour group would be best for a submarine due to the contact angle being 
high showing the surface is hydrophobic. The outer shell being hydrophobic can allow the marine vehicle to 
have less drag in the water;. In terms of roughness, the four hour group had the lowest values while the control 
group had the highest. The higher the roughness (RA) values are, the more likely corrosion will occur. From the 
results, the 4 hour group would be the least likely to corrode deeming it the best for marine vehicles. 

Further Actions 

Due to covid restrictions, cell culturing was unable to be fully completed. With further research, common 
marine bacteria can be cultured and placed on the titanium sheets in an environment that mimics theirs in the 
water. Doing this will test the cells’ viability on the different samples to determine the effectiveness of the 
surface modification for each group.
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Spatial and Temporal Changes of the Northern Coastal Morphology in Puerto Rico, Using 
Remote Sensing Techniques

Background Information and Motivation 

Due to Hurricane Maria in 2017, shorelines along Puerto Rico experienced extensive damage  from storm surges 
and high winds. This study addressed the coast adjoining the Río Grande de  Manatí river mouth (Manatí River). 
The severe erosion directly affected this northern community  as their infrastructure and properties ought to be 
repaired, and fishing activities decreased, resulting in  an economic loss to the local business. 

Purpose and Scope 

From field observations, it was inferred that factors that may increase erosion in coastal habitats  are urban growth, 
dam constructions, and significant impacts of atmospheric events. The study  hypothesizes that the increase in 
infrastructure and atmospheric events disturbs the deposition  of sediments, affecting erosion patterns along the 
coastline. This study aims to quantify  morphology features and coastal loss by measuring shorelines’ differences 
with an aerial  photographs survey over time. 

Methods 

Aerial photographs were downloaded through different sources: Porto Rico 1930 Georeferenced  (1930), 
EarthExplorer (1993), Geological and Environmental Remote Sensing Laboratory (2010),  and Hurricane 
MARIA Imagery from NOAA Remote Sensing Division (2017). Then, the analysis  of the aerial photographs was 
completed using ENVI-Environment for Visualizing Images, a  software of image analysis and data statistics 

Major Findings 

The coastal environment showed migrations in marine and terrestrial boundaries. The survey  presents a 
combination of transgression and regression events along the shoreline through each  year compiled. These 
patterns are associated with events of short periods like Hurricane Maria  and long-term events such as the 
influences of drainage patterns or sea level changes. Also, the  Manatí River seems to transport the same sediments 
and lithic fragments through decades, as it  serves as a source of sand for the beach. In addition, due to the 
geomorphology exposed, the area is influenced by drainage patterns, wind direction, and wave distribution.  

Discussion 

Recent data from the Office of Permit Management (OGPe, in Spanish) has shown that granting  construction 
permits on the coasts has increased by about 240% in 2022  compared with 2015. According to the Committee 
of Experts and Advisors on Climate Change, the increase in construction seems to accelerate the erosion rates of 
Puerto Rico’s beaches.  Additionally, studies assure that severe erosion often emerges from landscape alterations 
as grading and leveling activities, which confirms that developing infrastructure near coasts affects  erosion 
patterns and depositional events.
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Effects of Direct Removal on the Population Dynamics of Corallivorous Snails

Introduction

Living coral cover on Caribbean reefs has declined dramatically over the last half century while the abundance 
of corallivores and their feeding intensity have not. The resulting increase in intensity of a natural process 
(corallivory) has contributed to the degradation of coral reef ecosystems and to the suppression of concerted 
direct coral restoration efforts. Corallivorous snails appear to increase in abundance following disturbance 
events and, thus, their effects may be synergistic with, and amplify, those of such disturbances. Naturally, 
mitigating the effects of corallivorous snails is a topic of great interest among coral reef restoration practitioners 
and resource managers. Direct removal has been proposed as a likely method for managing and reducing the 
density of corallivorous snail populations. The aim of this study was to estimate the effect of direct removal 
of the corallivorous snails, Coralliophila galea and C. caribaea, on corallivore population structure and the 
incidence of corallivore damage at a major coral restoration site. 

Methods 

Data were collected by students at the College of the Florida Keys (CFK) during 23 boat trips between 
September 2021 and May 2022. Direct removal of corallivorous snails was carried out at Eastern Dry Rocks, 
one of seven restoration sites that comprise the Mission: Iconic Reefs initiative. CFK students surveyed 
thousands of natural and restored corals for damage and the presence of corallivores and marine debris. Each 
corallivore observed was collected and the host coral species and corallivore size were recorded along with 
photographs of the damaged coral host. 

Observations 

A total of 692 snails were collected over 23 boat trips. Snails ranged in size from 7.6 mm to 42.0 mm with a 
mean of 22.2 mm (SD = ∓ 6.7 mm). Nearly half of all snails removed (325) were found on the endangered 
Acropora cervicornis, followed by Orbicella faveolata (168) and Pseudodiploria clivosa (109). 

Next Steps 

The analysis of these data is still ongoing, however, the distribution of corallivores at restoration sites and the 
re-occurrence of corallivores after direct removal events bear further scrutiny. The analysis of the current data 
set will continue and new data from the ongoing CFK Pilot Program will be incorporated into this analysis. The 
results will be compiled into a manuscript for submission to a peer-reviewed journal.
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Examination of miRNAs in relation to the Bottlenose Dolphin

Introduction 

The marine mammal evolutionary transition from land to water is reflected in several remarkable adaptations, 
including skin with high rates of cell turnover and increased wound-healing capabilities.We aim to identify 
and quantify miRNAs in common bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) skin tissues. We hypothesize that 
these adaptations are reflected in the epigenome, including microRNAs. These epigenetic markers are highly 
conserved and resilient to degradation, which makes them desirable for wildlife studies. 

Methods 

• Excel - Using the female dolphin samples, the sequences detected in each were compared to one another and 
the dataset was organized by average, standard deviation and coefficient variation. 

• Morpheus - The matrix visualization and analysis software created a heatmap view of the dataset with 
further interactive tools (e.g., cluster, new annotations, filter, display charts). 

• UCSC Genome Browser - The interactive website offered access to genome sequence data from a variety of 
vertebrate and invertebrate species and major model organisms. 

• mirBase - miRBase is a biological database used for its archive of microRNA sequences and annotations. 

Results 

After analyzing the trends across the Excel sheets and Morpheus heat maps, it was concluded that most 
miRNAs have a low coefficient variation across the extracted samples. Furthermore, a comparison between 
humans, dolphins and rodents revealed a high level of homology among taxa. 

Discussion and Next Steps 

Due to a minimal coefficient variation prevalent among the majority of the miRNAs detected and the common 
location that all of the dolphin specimens examined came from, an inherent genome pattern seems to have been 
established among this particular ecosystem’s dolphins. Upon further analysis of a few miRNAs of interest, 
conclusions on their roles/functions in dolphins were able to be established. This finding further confirms the 
ability of miRNAs to be used as biological markers and prompts the possibility of increased utilization to 
examine other species of wildlife
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Satellite Remote Sensing of Great Lakes Surface Water Temperature

Overview and Purpose

The overall goal of this ongoing project is to observe sea and land surface temperatures (LST) of the Great 
Lakes and find any trends that verify that climate change may be having an adverse impact on water bodies. 
Anthropogenic climate change has affected human lives and our most precious natural resource, fresh water. 
Freshwater lakes make up only a small percentage of all the water on the planet, but affect human lives immensely. 
This study aims to help determine the outlook of those water bodies based on current climate conditions.

Methodology

• Acquire daily LST of Great Lakes from 02’-’20 using NASA’s Earthdata Search

• Use batch loader to download thousands of data points which represent pixel data

• Write specific code in Matlab to decipher and visualize the data into charts/graphs

• Plot linear regression line to show tending variability of surface temperatures

Objectives

• Establish if a trend exist in terms of lake surface temperature over time (18 years)

• Determine what percentage of of lakes are shrinking and which were expanding

• Provide documentation and sufficient data to show climate change is correlated to the losses of fresh water 
supply

Observations and Findings

Although the research is ongoing and more studies need to be done to continue to validate these findings, the 
results show a general warming of the Great Lakes even if only marginally over the 18 year period. 60% of the 
lakes showed a slight temperature increase, 20% showed no change, while 20% showed a marginal cooling.

Further Study and Next Steps

Our preliminary results showed a general warming trend of the lakes which has been in coordination with 
our hypothesis, that with a warming pattern of the climate, sea surface temperatures will rise and also lead to 
shrinkage as water will eventually evaporate. More studies like this one need to be conducted around the world to 
confirm these predictions globally and also on salt water lakes to see if salinity affects these results.
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3D-Printed Portable Plate Reader for Fluorescence Measurements of Thiamine in Salmon 
Eggs

Ecological Problems

Alaska chinook salmon, Oncorhynchus tshawytscha, have shown a considerable decrease in thiamine (B1 
vitamin) levels over the last decade. Thiamine deficiency among salmon is known to cause early-stage mortality, 
known as Early Mortality Syndrome (EMS), at salmon hatcheries as well as in wild stocks. Currently, thiamine 
in salmon eggs is measured using expensive instrumentation (High Performance Liquid Chromatography,  
coupled with fluorescence spectroscopy). Samples from hatcheries are typically sent off-site to one of only a 
few laboratories in the U.S that can perform the analysis. The goal of this project is to create a point of care 
monitoring method for fish hatcheries to assess thiamine levels in salmon eggs.

Proposed Monitoring Method

This project presents an inexpensive and novel method for high throughput thiamine fluorescence measurements 
using a 3D-printed portable plate reader. The device employs an Arduino Uno microcontroller, a 365nm UV 
light, and a Hamamatsu C12880MA microspectrometer to make measurements of separated thiamine within 
individual wells of a standard 96-well plate. The samples are treated with potassium ferricyanide and sodium 
hydroxide to oxidize thiamine into a fluorescent analyte known as thiochrome, which are measured on the 
newly developed plate reader. Data compilation and analysis of each reading is done using Python code. The 
portable plate reader is an inexpensive (<$400) and convenient instrument that will allow hatchery workers to 
make rapid, point-of-care measurements of thiamine levels in salmon eggs.

Preliminary Results

The device has shown promising results measuring thiamine standards (200uM-1.5uM) and is able to block out 
most ambient light but the use of a dark room is recommended. An initial limit of detection was experimentally 
determined to be approximately 0.67 micromolar thiamine. Additionally, data coming from the Arduino Uno 
USB cable can be ported into a basic Python program for later analysis.

Further Experimentation

As this project is not finalized, there are more improvements to be made on the current device. The fluorometer 
ultimately needs to be able to quantify natural levels of thiamine salmon eggs (approximately 0.3-1.5 
micromolar).  Experiments are underway to improve the sensitivity of the measurement, including optimizing 
the angle and distances between the UV light, sample, and spectrometer.. Lastly, Python code will be developed 
to further analyze the data coming from the micro spectrometer. Once completed, this project will be fully 
opensource and allow for modification of the device to measure other fluorescent molecules.
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An Examination of Marine Fungi’s Ability to Degrade Plastic

Introduction and Purpose

In 2010, an estimated 8 million metric tons of plastic entered the ocean. In addition to harming marine life, plastics 
are extremely long-lived. Still, plastic production is rising. Fungi are a good candidate for plastic degradation because 
of their high levels of enzymatic activity and extracellular digestion. Marine fungi remain an uninvestigated area of 
biological potential. This project focused on testing various marine fungi’s ability to degrade plastic and increase their 
efficiency in doing so, by experimentally evolving them. Plastic degradation by marine fungi could provide insights 
into their possible future roles within the ecosystem, in addition to offering hope as a potential agent of bioremediation 
for this pervasive type of pollution.

Methods

Degradation assays were conducted by preparing Petri dishes with media that included PU, and tubes with liquid 
medium that contained PE in the form of plastic produce bags. These were then inoculated with 68 unique fungal 
isolates cultured from the ocean. The Petri dishes were visually assessed for areas of clearance. The plastic bag pieces 
are still in the process of being analyzed using IR spectroscopy. Fungi that showed the greatest potential in the PU 
degradation assays were grown in liquid media to undergo subsequent experimental evolution by being transferred 
into increasingly high concentrations of PU (1%, 5%, 10%, and 12%). 

Major Findings

In the PU degradation assays, 42 of the 68 fungal isolates were found to show varying levels of PU degradation within 
96 days. The 42 degrading strains were spread across 19 different genera and took on varying growth forms. The 
fastest degrader, Gibberella intricans, cleared the plate in 19 days. The degradation of PE is still under investigation. 
Experimental evolution had mixed results with some fungi dying at higher concentrations, others showing no change 
in growth rate, and yet others showing successful evolution leading to faster subsequent degradation rates. 

Conclusion

This project confirmed that marine fungi are a promising organism for bioremediation of marine plastic pollution. 
Novel species were included in the study which supports the need for more research into marine fungi.  Furthermore, 
experimental evolution may be a possible mode of increasing the efficiency of the fungus, especially for fast-growing 
fungi. There is much left to be done, but fungi may be the key to solving the problem of plastic pollution in our 
oceans.

Next Steps

It will be important to monitor the microbial communities on marine plastic in the future. Furthermore, identifying the 
genes involved in degradation may be possible through genomic analysis of evolved fungi and can provide a better 
understanding of the processes involved. Work on plastic degradation requires significant attention and advancement 
but the framework for future work has been laid out in this project and others.
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Climate Change Impacts on Loggerhead Sea Turtle (Caretta Caretta) Nesting Patterns in 
the Northwest Atlantic 

Introduction

Loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta caretta) are fundamental to the oceanic ecosystem, yet every year, their 
populations continue to decline. We have learned that key, yet vulnerable, stages in the sea turtle life cycle are 
nesting, hatching, and return to sea of juveniles from beaches. A successful incubation process requires stable 
climate conditions. This indicates that climatic variability could potentially increase egg hatchling mortality 
rates, suggesting that as the climate becomes warmer and drier, survival of loggerhead turtles will be threatened. 

Predictions 

Given these observations, we predicted air temperature and precipitation would have an inverse relationship 
with  hatching success, given trends in climate change show decreased hatching success, emergence rate, and 
survival of  Caretta caretta. We expected a nest success determined by observed temperature conditions during 
nesting, and a  decline in hatching success. If observed, this would suggest that climate variability between the 
breeding and nesting  window would have a negative effect on hatching rates. 

Methods  

An assessment was made, between the years of 1988 to 2021, from the Archie Carr National Wildlife Refuge in  
Florida. Raw data was collected calculating the percentage of eggs that produced live hatchlings and compared 
and  with climatic variables from the North American Regional Reanalysis, within the coordinates of the refuge. 
The  variables were separated into five-month windows (two months before, during, and two months after the 
nest were  laid) to observe any changes and correlations between hatching success and climate change. 

Findings and Discussion  

A model hatching success formula was created to achieve a hatching success for future predictions in Archie 
Carr based  on the climatic conditions studied in our analysis. Because Caretta caretta nesting and hatching 
season occurs during the  warm and wet months of May through October, it was important to note the Florida 
seasonal cycles which are inhibiting  hatching success later in the season. Although most nests are laid during 
the hottest months of the year, our highest  correlated value between hatching success and air temperature was 
observed two months after nesting, in the incubation  time. We suggest that changing climatic variables such 
as precipitation are significant drivers for hatching success rates. Given our highest correlated value being 
during incubation time, it can be noted that it is not so much the temperature  in which these nests are laid, a 
more significant variable is the duration the nest is subjected to lethal thermal limits, and  this is modulated by 
precipitation and other climatic variables which we are continuing to evaluate. 
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The Saharan Dust Storm Along The Mississippi Gulf Coast

Introduction

The Saharan Dust Storm, also known as the Saharan Air Layer, is a mixture of sand and dust that is very dry and 
forms over the Saharan Desert. Africa’s Sahara Desert is the largest desert in the world. It greatly affects the air 
quality of the Mississippi Gulf Coast. During the summer of 2020, August 2020 to be exact, has been spoken as 
the largest and most imposing dust storm. 

Purpose 

Every year the Saharan Dust storm continues to grow larger and becomes even more dangerous to humans. 
For the past three summers, the Saharan Air Layer has been deep enough to reach the Mississippi Gulf Coast 
and also increases the amount of small particles in the atmosphere. Therefore creating a dangerous atmosphere 
for humans to breathe in. Extra particles in the air could cause many complications, even death. This research 
project wishes to reach and inform other meteorologists and also citizens on the Mississippi Gulf Coast about 
the dust storm. This could potentially help save lives and hopefully other meteorologists will inform citizens in 
their areas. 

Observations 

The Saharan Dust stretches approximately 3,000 miles long. It normally takes up to two weeks for the Saharan 
Dust to fully stretch. It is most likely to occur starting from late spring to the fall.There are a lot of strong winds 
and dry air that is suppressing the moisture that is in the air. Research shows that airborne dust from the dust 
storm can have adverse effects on health, with one of the most important being pulmonary disease. While there 
has been no conclusive answer, past research has investigated if the coronavirus could spread via pollution 
particles such as NO2 and particulate matter, including dust. 

Further Actions 

Since this is a reoccurring event, actions taken will be to spread information about the saharan dust storm so that 
people are aware. It's also important to bring awareness to it because most importantly it can save lives.
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